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ABSTRACT

Colorectal cancer (CRC) tumors contain a rare population of self-renewing stem
cell-like cells (CRCSCs) that contribute to tumor maintenance and therapy
resistance. Therapeutic targeting of CRCSCs could improve treatment response
and prolong patient survival.
The endogenous TNF-related apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL) protein
selectively induces cell death in cancer cells while sparing normal cells. Small
molecule ONC201/TIC10 induces TRAIL-mediated cell death in cancer cells via
transcription factor Foxo3a, which is activated by dual inhibition of Akt and ERK.
ONC201/TIC10 is currently being tested in phase I/II clinical trials for patients with
advanced cancer. This study investigates whether the potent anti-tumor effect of
ONC201/TIC10 in CRC involves targeting CRCSCs. ONC201/TIC10 depletes
CRCSC markers and prevents chemotherapy-resistant CRCSC-mediated selfrenewal in colonosphere assays and xenograft tumor initiation studies in mice.
ONC201/TIC10

significantly

induces

cell

surface

TRAIL

in

CRCSCs.

ONC201/TIC10-mediated anti-CRCSC effect is significantly blocked by the TRAIL
sequestering antibody RIK-2, overexpression of Akt and Foxo3a knockdown. The
identification and demonstration of CRCSCs as a target of ONC201/TIC10
provides an innovative biomarker that could be monitored in the clinic.
Tumor suppressor p53 is frequently mutated or inactivated in CRC. In contrast,
p53 family member p73 is rarely mutated in CRC and p73 activation elicits p53like tumor suppression. p53 restoration is known to target CRCSCs, but p73
activation in CRCSCs has not been examined. This study investigates the effects
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of small molecule prodigiosin-mediated p73 activation on CRCSCs. Prodigiosin
reduces chemotherapy-resistant CRCSC-mediated colonosphere formation and
xenograft tumor initiation. Mechanistic studies reveal that prodigiosin increases the
levels of p73 and reduces levels of the oncogenic N-terminally truncated isoform
ΔNp73 in CRCSCs. Accordingly, p73 knockdown or ΔNp73 overexpression
suppress prodigiosin-mediated CRCSC inhibition. Moreover, prodigiosin increases
levels of the transcription factor c-Jun, a regulator of p73 and ΔNp73. c-Jun
knockdown

attenuates

prodigiosin-mediated

ΔNp73

downregulation,

p73

activation and cell death. These findings have previously unrecognized
implications for the use of p73 activating therapeutics and ΔNp73 inhibition for
targeting CRCSCs.
Together, these results demonstrate that potent small molecules targeting
CRCSCs via tumor suppressive pathways such as p73 and TRAIL are a viable
potential approach for robust and durable cancer therapy.
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CHAPTER 1: Literature Review
Colorectal Cancer Stem Cells (CRCSC)
This section has been adapted from Prabhu et al, 2015 [1]. Colorectal cancer
(CRC) is the third leading cause of cancer-related deaths in the United States [2].
Despite the approval of new agents, overall survival remains less than 2 years and
has not dramatically improved for patients with advanced unresectable metastatic
CRC [3]. There is a major unmet need for new tumor-specific therapeutic regimens
to overcome the resistance and toxicity associated with current therapies.
Recent evidence suggests that various types of cancer such as leukemia as well
as solid tumors are composed of a rare subset of cells with stem cell-like properties
(cancer stem cell, CSC) that are alone capable of initiating and sustaining tumors
unlike bulk tumor cells [4]. The CRC initiating stem cell-like cell (CRCSC) was
initially identified as the CD133(+) population in 2007 in two separate studies. Only
CD133(+) cells were capable of initiating tumors and undergoing in vitro and in
vivo passage while CD133(-) cells did not form xenograft tumors. The CSC
hypothesis suggests that similar to adult colorectal tissues, colorectal tumors are
hierarchically organized with cells at various stages of differentiation and rely on
stem cell-like cells for long-term maintenance [5, 6].

Figure 1-1. Overview of CRCSCs biology. Colorectal tumors include a variety of cells at various
stages of differentiation. CRCSCs are a rare population of stem cell-like cells within the tumor with
enhanced self-renewal properties that drive long-term tumor growth, chemotherapy resistance,
relapse and metastasis. Several factors govern the self-renewal and differentiation of CRCSCs
such as signaling pathways and the tumor microenvironment. CRCSCs can give rise to multiple
lineages within the tumor. Differentiated tumor cells can also give rise to CRCSCs via
dedifferentiation. The resulting cellular plasticity contributes to tumor heterogeneity and is a major
problem in cancer therapy. Various functional clones of CRCSCs can exist within a single tumor
further contributing to tumor heterogeneity. CRCSC markers, regulators and signaling pathways
serve as important therapeutic targets. CRCSC-specific agents can be combined with
chemotherapy to target both CRCSCs and bulk tumor cells. Figure from [1].

CRCSC Markers
After the initial discovery there has been some debate about the use of CD133 as
an intestinal stem cell and CRCSC marker. Using lineage tracing analysis a study
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showed that CD133/Prom1(+) cells represent mouse intestinal stem cells (ISCs)
that are capable of initiating tumors upon acquiring β-catenin mutations [7].
However, another study showed that CD133 expression is not restricted to ISCs
alone and that differentiated mouse and human normal and tumor epithelial cells
also express CD133. Both CD133(+) and CD133(-) populations from metastatic
human colon tumors were capable of tumor initiation and long term tumor
maintenance. The functional importance of CD133 in tumor growth and CRCSC
biology remains unknown [8].
Along with CD133, several other CRCSC markers have been identified and
characterized (Fig 1-1). Lgr5, the crypt stem cell marker positive cells have indeed
been shown to initiate mouse intestinal adenomas upon acquiring APC deletion
and were responsible for adenoma growth. Lgr5(+) cells in adenomas could give
rise to Lgr5(+) and Lgr5(-) cells indicating a stem cell hierarchy within CRC [9]. In
similar studies CD44, CD166 [10], CD26 [11], ALDH1 [12], EphB2 [13], Bmi1 [14],
Dclk1 [15] and other CRCSC markers have been characterized. Interestingly, while
most commonly used CRCSC markers such as CD44, CD133, Lgr5, Bmi1 and
ALDH1 are also expressed by ISCs, Dclk1 is expressed on CRCSCs and tuft cells
but not ISCs.
CRCSC-mediated Chemotherapy Resistance and CRC Recurrence
The clinical relevance of CRCSCs and their markers has been explored in several
studies. CRCSCs are of particular interest in the clinic due to chemotherapy
resistance (Fig 1-1). For example, CRCSC populations of CD133(+) or CD26(+)
cells are resistant to commonly used CRC chemotherapy agents 5-fluorouracil (53

FU) and oxaliplatin while CD26(-) or CD133(-) cells were sensitive to
chemotherapy [11, 16]. ISC- and CRCSC-specific gene signatures have been
used to identify CRCSCs in patient tumors. Both signatures have been shown to
predict poor prognosis and disease relapse [13, 17]. Polymorphisms in CRCSC
marker genes such as ALDH1, CD44 and Lgr5 have been shown to predict
recurrence in CRC patients treated with 5-FU-based therapy [18].
CRCSCs and Metastasis
Many studies have evaluated whether CRCSCs are a potential cause for
metastasis. CD44 has been described as a marker for CRCSCs but a recent study
examined the role of CD44 variant 6 (CD44v6) in CRC metastasis. Interestingly,
CD44v6 was elevated in metastatic lesions as compared to primary tumors while
CD44(+) cells were equally present at both sites. Primary orthotopic tumor growth
and metastasis was significantly improved when initiated with CD44v6(+) CRCSCs
as compared to CD44v6(-) cells. Cancer-associated fibroblasts improved the
metastatic potential of CRC cells via secreted cytokines such as hepatocyte growth
factor (HGF), osteopontin (OPN), and stromal-derived factor 1a (SDF-1). The
cytokines could promote CD44v6 expression and metastasis even with CD44(-)
cells. The CD44v6(+) population was regulated by the Wnt and PI3K pathway and
CD44v6 or PI3K inhibition prevented CRC metastasis [19]. In a similar study,
CD26(+) CRCSCs were identified as the metastatic CRCSC population. By
contrast to CD44v6, CD26(+) cells were present in both primary and metastatic
tumors, and CD26(+) cells in the primary tumor predicted metastasis in CRC
patients [11].
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The epithelial to mesenchymal transition (EMT) is an important determinant of
tumor metastasis. EMT also enriches for the CRCSC population [20]. CD44(+)
CRCSCs were shown to acquire an EMT phenotype under non-adherent
conditions and CD44 expression was critical for CRC lung metastasis [21].
Similarly, metastatic CD26(+) cells also acquired an EMT-phenotype and reduction
of CD26 expression reversed the EMT-phenotype [11]. BCL9/BCL9L protein is a
part of the TCF/LEF protein complex, partially regulates β-catenin-mediated
transcription and is upregulated in colon cancer. Bcl9/Bcl9l deletion in the mouse
intestinal epithelium resulted in tumors with active Wnt signaling, reduced EMT
and CRCSC features [22]. Thus, BCL9/BCL9L protein potentially links the Wnt
pathway and CRCSCs with EMT and metastasis. Also, microRNAs (miRs) such
as miR-146a and miR-200c serve as a link between EMT and CRCSCs (described
below).
Heterogeneity and Plasticity of CRCSCs
With so many markers for CRCSCs, distinct CRCSC populations could arise based
on the combination of markers being expressed [14, 23]. Among intestinal stem
cells functionally distinct quiescent Bmi1-expressing and rapidly cycling Lgr5
expressing populations have been identified. Bmi1 expressing cells can give rise
to Lgr5 expressing cells indicating a hierarchy within the intestinal stem cell
population [24, 25]. However another study showed bi-directional interconversion
between slow cycling and rapidly cycling intestinal stem cell populations with both
populations showing properties of self-renewal and multipotency [26]. Within the
CRCSC population various combinations of markers such as CD44, CD133, CD26
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and CD166 gave rise to populations that differ in their ability for tumor initiation and
growth [10, 11]. Targeting one marker of self-renewal such as Bmi1 did not change
CD133 or CD44 expression [14]. Another study identified 3 distinct functional
subtypes within CRCSCs. The first subtype was involved in primary tumor growth,
the second had long-term self-renewal potential and was important for tumor
initiation, growth and metastases and a third subtype evolved only upon serial
passaging [27]. The resulting marker-based and functional heterogeneity within
the CRCSC population has potential implications for therapeutic targeting of
CRCSCs.
Differentiated somatic cells can be reprogrammed to form induced pluripotent stem
cells using a specific set of oncogenic reprogramming factors such as Sox2, Oct4,
Nanog, Klf4 and c-myc. Loss of tumor suppressor p53 further enhances
reprogramming frequency. Similar to induced pluripotent stem cells, differentiated
tumor cells could dedifferentiate to form CRCSCs by accumulating genetic hits
such as increase in reprogramming factors and p53 loss [28]. A recent paper
showed the role of the NFκB pathway in inducing dedifferentiation of villus cells
and Lgr5(-) cells with dysregulated Wnt signaling to form tumor initiating cells [29].
Thus, CRCSCs can potentially arise from differentiated CRC cells after CRCSCspecific therapy (Fig 1-1).
Regulation of CRCSCs
Stem Cell Signaling Pathways
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Dysregulation of pathways that govern intestinal stem cells is an important feature
of CRC (Fig 1-1). Mutations in TGF-β and Smad4, critical regulators of stem cell
maintenance are commonly observed in CRC [30]. APC tumor suppressor loss,
Wnt pathway activation and β-catenin mutation results in an abnormal expansion
of intestinal crypt stem cells and loss of crypt architecture ultimately resulting in
CRC [7]. Notch signaling regulates self-renewal and differentiation in the intestinal
epithelium and is elevated in CRCSCs. Notch signaling is important for CRCSC
maintenance and resistance to apoptosis [31]. Similarly, the Hedgehog-Gli
signaling pathway that governs differentiation in the normal intestine is also
activated in CRC and is important for CRCSC self-renewal [32]. Thus,
dysregulated stem cell signaling pathways in CRC may serve as important drug
targets in CRCSCs.
Other CRC signaling pathways
Several other signaling pathways involved in CRC also regulate CRCSCs (Fig 11). Tumor suppressor p53 protects normal cells in response to various stresses by
inducing cell cycle arrest, senescence or apoptosis. Recent evidence suggests
that an important aspect of the tumor suppressive role of p53 is its regulation of
stem cell differentiation and self-renewal. p53 loss correlates with poorly
differentiated tumors in CRC. p53 loss resulted in CRCSC enrichment while p53
pathway restoration depleted CRCSCs [28].
As mentioned above APC loss is an important initiating event in CRC. Upon APC
loss, the mechanisms involved in intestinal stem cell expansion and
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hyperproliferation were recently delineated. RAC1 GTPase-mediated NFκB
activation and reactive oxygen species (ROS) production is involved in Lgr5 stem
cell expansion and hyperproliferation leading to adenoma formation [33].
CRCSCs have the capacity to differentiate and give rise to multiple different cell
types within CRC tumors such as goblet-like, enterocyte-like cells and
neuroendocrine-like cells. The PI3K-pathway plays an important role in CRCSC
multi-lineage differentiation as PI3K inhibition shifted the process to a more
enterocyte-like differentiation [23].
The inhibitor of DNA binding protein (ID) family regulates self-renewal of embryonic
stem cells as well as adult tissue stem cells and ID proteins are overexpressed in
CRC. ID1 and ID3 regulate CRCSCs via p21. ID1 and ID3 knockdown resulted in
loss of CRCSC-mediated tumor initiation and self-renewal, decreased p21 levels,
increased DNA damage accumulation and increased sensitivity to oxaliplatin [34].
Tumor Microenvironment
Intestinal stem cells receive signals of self-renewal and differentiation such as Wnt,
Notch and bone morphogenetic protein from the surrounding stroma and niche
cells [30]. Similarly, CRCSCs rely on signals from the surrounding hypoxic tumor
microenvironment and cancer-associated endothelial cells and fibroblasts to
maintain stemness and undergo differentiation or proliferation. Myofibroblastsecreted hepatocyte growth factor is important for enhancing Wnt-β-catenin
signaling in CRC cells and maintaining a CRCSC-phenotype. Myofibroblastsecreted factors also induced a CRCSC phenotype in differentiated CRC cells via
8

Wnt-β-catenin signaling [35]. CRC-associated endothelial cells secrete a soluble
form of Jagged-1 that can activate Notch signaling in CRC cells. The soluble
Jagged-1 arises via ADAM17 protease promoting a CRCSC phenotype,
chemotherapy

resistance

and

metastases

[3].

The

hypoxic

tumor

microenvironment can also help maintain the CRCSC-phenotype via Hif1α, Bmi1
and Notch1. Interestingly, this effect of hypoxia on CRC cells was reversible [36].
MicroRNA
miRs are frequently dysregulated in cancer and regulate target gene expression
and cell fate by inhibiting mRNA translation or marking mRNAs for degradation.
Recent studies have investigated the role of miRs in CRCSC regulation. miR-34a,
a p53 target, prevents CRCSC self-renewal by inhibiting Notch signaling. miR-34a
regulates Notch1 levels in a bimodal manner, determines whether CRCSCs
undergo self-renewal or differentiation and regulates symmetric versus
asymmetric CRCSC division [37].
Transcription factor Snail, a key EMT mediator, increases miR-146a that stabilizes
Wnt activity and CRCSC symmetrical division fueling tumor growth and cetuximab
resistance [20]. miRs are usually transcribed as long precursors and are converted
into mature miRs via DICER1 activity. Loss of DICER1 function results in an
enrichment of CRCSCs, an EMT phenotype and increased metastasis. The effects
of impaired DICER1 were mediated via the resulting loss of several miRs such
miR-34a and miR-200 family members [38]. Loss of miR-200c elevates CRCSCs,
EMT and metastasis. [39].
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Approaches to target CRCSCs
Various approaches are currently approved or being evaluated in the clinic for CRC
therapy [30]. There is an urgent unmet need to target the CRCSC subpopulation
within CRC that is the cause of tumor progression, therapy resistance, recurrence
and metastasis. Currently there is no FDA-approved agent for targeting CRCSCs.
Targeting the markers of CRCSCs is one approach, for example a small molecule
inhibitor of Bmi1 prevents CRCSC-mediated long term tumor growth and selfrenewal [14]. CRCSCs were also targeted with a neutralizing antibody against
Interleukin-4 (IL-4), a cytokine that protects CRCSCs from cell death [16].
Targeting of stem cell signaling pathways such as Wnt, Notch and Hedgehog using
small molecules and monoclonal antibodies is currently being investigated for
clinical use [30]. For example, the Wnt pathway can be blocked by use of Cox-2
inhibitors or monoclonal antibodies targeting c-Met/HGF interaction [40] and
Hedgehog signaling can be inhibited with the plant alkaloid cyclopamine [32].
Notch signaling can be targeted with γ-secretase inhibitors [31] or antibodies
against the notch pathway component Delta-like 4 ligand (DLL4). Anti-DLL4
antibodies reduced CRCSC frequency in patient-derived tumor xenografts [41].
CRCSCs are a rare population within CRC, as a result targeting CRCSCs alone
would lead to a delayed but long-term anti-tumor effect. Considering that nonstem cells within the tumor can also give rise to CRCSCs via dedifferentiation it is
important to target both non-CRCSCs and CRCSCs. One approach is by
combining CRCSC specific agents with chemotherapy that targets bulk tumor
cells to achieve a potent and long-term anti-tumor effect. For example, the
10

chemotherapeutic agent oxaliplatin was combined with CD133(+) CRCSCtargeting anti IL-4 antibody [16] and an anti-DLL4 antibody targeting CRCSCs
was combined with chemotherapeutic agent irinotecan [41]. Another approach for
CRC therapy is by modulating signaling pathways that drive or inhibit both
CRCSCs and bulk tumor cells. For example, both CRCSCs and bulk tumor cells
could be targeted via the p53 pathway [28] or PI3K-Akt pathway [23, 42] or NFκB
signaling [33] that regulate diverse cellular functions such as cell cycle arrest,
senescence, apoptosis, stem cell self-renewal and differentiation.
TRAIL pathway and CSCs
The endogenous TNF-related apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL; Apo2L) protein
selectively induces cell death in cancer cells while sparing normal cells. TRAIL is
expressed by various cells in the immune system such as NK cells and T cells and
plays an important role in immune-effector functions of these cells, response to
infections and surveillance of tumors and metastasis [43]. Recombinant TRAIL and
agonistic anti-TRAIL receptor antibodies have been or are in clinical trials to
combat human cancer [30, 44, 45]. This approach is particularly attractive for
targeting CSCs as it potentially avoids toxic effects in normal stem/progenitor cells
in the colonic crypt.
Resistance to TRAIL-based agents in CSCs has been described in recent studies
[46-48]. The mechanisms involved in CSC resistance to TRAIL-based agents
include suppression of Caspase-8, upregulation of c-FLIP and other anti-apoptotic
proteins such as XIAP, Mcl-1 and Bcl-2 [49, 50]. Several studies have also
described alternative approaches with TRAIL-based therapies to target leukemia11

initiating cells [51] and CSCs in pancreatic [52], colorectal [53], breast [54-57],
glioma [58, 59] and glioblastoma [60, 61] tumors. These approaches include the
use of mesenchymal stem cells expressing TRAIL [62], chemotherapy or inhibition
of c-FLIP in combination with TRAIL-based therapies and nanoparticle based
delivery of TRAIL.
p53 pathway and CSCs
This section has been adapted from Prabhu et al, 2012 [28]. p53 is a tumor
suppressor gene commonly referred to as the guardian of the genome. Cellular
stresses such as hypoxia, DNA damage and oncogenic stress cause accumulation
of p53 protein within normal cells. p53 induces cell cycle arrest, senescence or
apoptosis in response to cellular stresses, preventing the build-up of genetic
mutations within cells. p53 is a transcription factor that regulates the expression of
several target genes such as p21/WAF1, Bid and DR5 to elicit its functions. Mice
with engineered loss of function in p53 develop spontaneous tumors that confirm
its tumor suppressor function [63-74]. p53 mRNA is expressed constitutively but
the level of expression varies across tissue types [64, 65]. Cellular p53 protein is
short-lived and its levels are tightly regulated under physiological conditions [65,
66, 69]. In the absence of stress signals, p53 protein is rapidly degraded in normal
cells by ubiquitination and proteasomal degradation via E3 ligases murine/human
double minute 2 (MDM2/HDM2). MDM2 protein is released from p53 binding when
both proteins are phosphorylated in the DNA damage response, which leads to
stabilization of the p53 protein. p53 regulation involves a negative feedback loop
since MDM2 is a transcriptional target of p53 and so the negative regulator is
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positively regulated by p53 leading to dampening of the p53 response [63, 64, 66,
69]. MDM4/MDMX, a homolog of MDM2, can enhance MDM2-mediated p53
degradation by forming heterodimers with MDM2. However MDMX is not a major
part of the negative feedback loop since its expression is not regulated by p53 and
it lacks intrinsic ubiquitin ligase activity [66]. A second feedback loop regulating
p53 involves the tumor suppressor ARF (p14ARF in humans, p19ARF in mice) and
the transcription factor E2F-1. ARF stabilizes p53 by inhibiting MDM2-mediated
degradation of p53. E2F-1 activates ARF, which promotes degradation of E2F-1
and is repressed by p53 [75]. The Rb tumor suppressor also regulates the p53
pathway by repressing the E2F family of transcription factors [76]. Thus, p53 is
regulated by a complex Rb-E2F-ARF-MDM2 signaling network. Post-translational
modifications of p53 such as phosphorylation, acetylation and sumoylation are also
important for its activation and for determining p53-dependent cellular outcomes
[63, 75, 77]. p53 is phosphorylated by a broad range of stress-activated kinases
such as ATM, ATR, Chk1 and Chk2 while acetylation of p53 is carried out by
transcriptional co-activators such as p300/CREB-binding protein (CBP) and
p300/CBP-associated factor [78, 79].
p53 is part of a protein family that includes two other transcription factors, p63 and
p73. They are similar in structure and biological function to p53. A high degree of
homology in the DNA-binding domain exists among p53 family members. When
overexpressed, both p63 and p73 cause cell cycle arrest and apoptosis. p63 and
p73 activate a large number of p53 target genes, however each member activates
additional target genes independently. p63 and p73 have several isoforms with
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diverse functions. Gene knock-out mouse models have helped to identify the
functional specificity of each family member, including a more restricted role for
p63 as a guardian in the female germline. p73-null mice have a high mortality rate
and suffer from developmental defects such as hydrocephalus, immunological
problems, nervous system and reproductive abnormalities [68, 80, 81].
The p53 gene is mutated in more than half of all human cancers [63-67, 69, 74,
82]. Loss of WT p53 function is critical for the progression of human cancers [6366, 68, 69, 81]. Mutations may lead to conformational changes in p53 that disrupt
binding to DNA response elements and therefore target gene transcription [65].
Many tumors overexpress mutant (mt) p53, which contributes to increased
resistance to chemotherapy and radiation as compared to tumors that do not overexpress mt p53. Alternatively, some p53 mutations lead to a gain-of-function
phenotype [66]. In human cancers with wild-type (WT) p53, post-translational
modification of p53 as well as p53 signaling pathways are disrupted. Very few
mutations in p63 and p73 have been reported in human tumors. p63 and p73 are
sometimes inactivated in tumors by complexes formed with mt p53 or by
antagonistic effects of ΔNp63 or ΔNp73 (N-terminal truncated isoforms), as well
as epigenetic events. Certain isoforms of p63 and p73 are overexpressed in
tumors, suggesting their oncogenic potential [63-66, 68, 69, 81]. p53 status of
tumors correlates with prognosis and therapeutic response in the clinic [65, 66].
The effectiveness of chemotherapy and radiation treatments depends on
functional WT p53 [64, 66]. Aberrant regulation of p53 due to overexpression of
MDM2/MDM4 and deletion of ARF has also been related to tumorigenicity. Clearly,
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the p53 family is an important molecular target in human cancer and restoring WT
p53 function, specifically in cancer cells, could provide novel and effective
alternatives for cancer therapy [65, 66, 69].
p53 restoration for cancer therapy
Restoration of WT p53 function alone has been shown to cause tumor regression
in mice through induction of apoptosis and senescence without affecting normal
tissues [74, 83-86]. Cancer cells are more sensitive to effects of p53 restoration
than normal cells. p53 restoration specifically in cancer cells maybe a useful
therapeutic strategy that may also help to avoid the side effects associated with
current chemotherapy [64]. WT p53 activity is essential for the efficacy of
chemotherapy and radiation, thus p53 restoration compounds may be used in
combination to enhance chemo- and radio-sensitivity [87]. p53 remains an
attractive but challenging target for cancer therapy development considering its
structure, physiological function and diverse modes of inactivation in cancer [64].
Due to the multifaceted regulation of p53 activity, therapeutic restoration of p53
can be achieved through multiple approaches that involve WT or mt p53, proteins
that interact with p53, or other p53 family members (Fig 1-2).
Activation of wild-type p53
The first approach to p53 restoration is targeting the WT p53 pathway. Adenovirusbased gene therapies such as Advexin and Gendicine deliver the WT p53 gene
into cancer cells. This approach is currently being tested in clinical trials [64].
Advexin has shown promising results in phase III clinical trials with respect to
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patient survival, tumor response and safety profile in the USA for head and neck
cancer. Gendicine was approved for the treatment of head and neck cancer in
China and is being further evaluated in clinical trials [88]. ONYX-015, an oncolytic
adenoviral therapy, was developed to selectively replicate in cancer cells with

Figure 1-2. Therapeutic strategies to restore wild-type p53 function. p53 is degraded under
homeostatic conditions by its negative regulator MDM2, which is an E3 ubiquitin ligase. MDM2
monoubiquitinates p53 and consequently induces the proteasomal degradation of p53. Several
small molecules that disrupt the interaction between p53 and MDM2 are being investigated
including HLI98, the nutlins, RITA and others. The activity of wild-type p53 may also be restored
by inhibiting Crm1-mediated nuclear export or by inhibiting Sirt-1 and Sirt-2, which deacetylate p53
to decreases its activity. The tenovins are a class of small molecules that inhibit Sirt. Mutant p53
can be therapeutically targeted using small molecules such as CP-31398 or PRIMA-1 or the peptide
C1(C369-383) to a cause a conformational shift in the mutant p53 to restore WT conformation and
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therefore activity. Adenovirus-based therapies such as Advexin and Gendicine can also be used to
deliver wild-type p53. NSC176327 and RETRA restore WT p53 function by increasing p73 levels.
Figure from [28].

dysfunctional p53 and cause tumor cell lysis [64]. However, studies later showed
that the tumor selectivity of ONYX-015 is independent of p53 status of cells.
Instead its effects related to mRNA export and protein synthesis contribute to its
selective replication in tumor cells [89, 90]. Several clinical studies have shown
efficacy of ONYX-015 in the treatment of various tumor types. Clinical trials with
ONYX-015 were discontinued in USA and randomized clinical trials were not
completed. A similar oncolytic adenovirus H101 was approved for treatment of
head and neck cancer in China [88, 90, 91]. The gene therapy and oncolytic
adenoviral therapy may be used to treat tumors expressing WT p53 and mt p53.
However, mt p53 can oligomerize with the expressed WT p53 to effectively cause
p53 inactivation. Hence, the expression level of WT p53 must be higher than that
of the endogenous mt p53 [69].
Other compounds used to target the WT p53 pathway include tenovins, nuclear
export inhibitors and HLI98 [64]. Tenovin-1 and its water soluble analog, Tenovin6, prevents deacetylation of p53 by inhibiting Sirt-1 and Sirt-2. p53 acetylation
enhances its DNA binding and interferes with MDM2-mediated degradation of p53
[64, 66]. Nuclear export inhibitors target the export protein CRM1 to increase p53
protein levels. HLI98 inhibits the E3 ubiquitin ligase activity of HDM2 preventing
p53 degradation [64]. Small molecules such as nutlins, MI-219, JNJ-26854165 and
RITA have been used to target the protein-protein interaction of WT p53 with its
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negative regulator MDM2. Nutlins disrupt this interaction by occupying the binding
pocket for p53 in MDM2. Nutlin RG7112 is being tested in clinical trials for
advanced solid tumors and hematologic malignancies. Preliminary results have
shown acceptable safety profiles. MI-219 binds with high affinity and selectivity to
MDM2 while RITA interacts with WT p53. JNJ-26854165 binds the RING domain
of MDM2 and prevents interaction of the MDM2-p53 complex with the proteasome.
The initial results of phase I clinical trials for refractory solid tumors are
encouraging as JNJ-26854165 was well tolerated at clinically effective doses.
NSC279287, NSC66811 and terphenyl compounds are also small molecules
targeting the MDM2-p53 interaction. TDP521252, TDP665759, PXN727, PXN822
and isoindolinones are other compounds currently under pre-clinical development
that target MDM2 to increase p53 levels by inhibiting the MDM2-p53 interaction
[64, 66, 69, 92].
MDM2 is a p53 target gene and targeting the MDM2-p53 interaction may
eventually lead to MDM2 induction, thereby limiting efficacy. Considering the prooncogenic effects of p53 mutations, interfering with MDM2-mediated mt p53
degradation would be problematic for such therapies [66]. Recently, the
compounds SJ172550 and XI-006 have been shown to restore WT p53 by
modulating MDMX. SJ172550 interferes with MDMX-p53 interaction while XI-006
decreases MDMX transcription [66, 69].
Targeting p53 family member p73
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Activating p73 can also restore WT p53-like function. p73 plays a crucial and
specific role in tumor suppression along with p53. Unlike p53, p73 is not frequently
mutated in cancer cells and therefore this therapeutic approach could be useful for
the treatment of tumors expressing WT p53 as well as mt p53. [64, 68, 80]. This
has been exploited for p53-like restoration with compounds such as NSC176327,
RETRA, NSC143491 and NSC254681. NSC176327 exerts anti-tumor effects by
increasing p73 protein expression. NSC176327 also increased target genes of p53
such as DR5 and p21 without inducing DNA-damage signaling [93]. Similarly,
NSC143491 and NSC254681 restore p53 pathway transcription in a p73dependent manner. However, DNA-damage signaling may be involved in the antitumor effects of these compounds [94]. The small molecule RETRA increases p73
expression and blocks the inhibitory effect of mt p53 on p73 by preventing proteinprotein interactions [95]. Mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) also regulates
p73 levels and the mTOR inhibitor rapamycin increases p73 levels in cancer cells
[96].
Reactivation of mt p53
The second approach for restoration of p53 in tumors is reactivation of mt p53,
which is a tumor-specific target. Due to its prevalence in cancer, restoring WT p53
function in cancer cells harboring mt p53 could have therapeutic impact on 50% of
all human cancers. Although a large number of p53 mutations have been identified
in various cancers, the majority of the mutations in the p53 gene in human cancer
occur in the core DNA-binding domain. Small-molecules that specifically bind to
the DNA-binding domain in mt p53 and stabilize the WT conformation would be
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useful for p53 restoration [64, 66]. Such compounds would be effective in a broad
spectrum of tumors as the antitumor activity would be irrespective of the particular
mutation present. This approach is not expected to affect p53 in normal cells,
owing to its proper conformation and continuous MDM2-mediated degradation
[66].
Various peptides and compounds have been identified for reactivation of mt p53.
The peptide C1 (C369-383) activates p53 by allosteric stabilization of mt p53 WT
conformation. 9-hydroxy-ellipticine induces apoptosis in tumor cells in a mt p53dependent manner [64]. The small molecule CP-31398 restores mt p53 WT
conformation and represses tumor growth in mice [64, 66]. The compound PRIMA1 forms adducts with thiol groups in the core DNA-binding domain of mt p53 to
reactivate wt p53 function and inhibit tumor growth in vivo. PRIMA-1 is now in
phase I clinical trials [64, 66, 69]. The compounds MIRA-1, WR2721 (amifostine)
and peptide CDB3 also re-activate mt p53 but the exact molecular mechanisms
are unclear. PhiKan083, a small molecule, binds to a specific mt p53 commonly
found in tumors and stabilizes its WT conformation [64, 66]. Another small
molecule, SCH529074, enhances the DNA-binding activity of mt p53 and reduces
growth of xenograft tumors [66]. Recently, NSC319726 was shown to selectively
kill cancer cells expressing the p53R175 mt in vitro and in vivo. The small molecule
specifically restores WT p53 function for the p53 R175 mutation based on ROS
changes and chelation of zinc ions [97]. Problems with delivering peptides to
tumors have hindered their progress to the clinic. Continued identification of
compounds for mt p53 reactivation is ongoing with multiple approaches that
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include cell-based assays, protein-binding assays, computational techniques and
in silico screens [64, 66].
p53 and stem cells
Recent evidence suggests that the p53 protein plays a key role in stem cell biology.
p53 regulates stem cell differentiation and self-renewal, signaling pathways known

Figure 1-3. p53 inactivation enriches for stem cells. Inactivation of p53 by deletion, mutation, or
dominant-negative isoforms of p53 family members enriches stem cell populations that include
cancer stem cells (CSCs), induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) and hematopoietic stem cells
(HSCs). p53 is known to regulate self-renewal and differentiation of embryonic stem cells (ESCs).
Some of these genes such as P-gp and miR-34 are direct targets of p53 activity whereas others
such as Notch and c-myc are transcription factors that crosstalk with the p53 pathway and drive
stem-like characteristics. Described mechanisms of p53 inactivation are noted for each stem cell
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type along with genes that are important for the specific population and that intersect with the p53
pathway. Figure from [28].

to influence stem cell self-renewal, hematopoietic stem cell quiescence and
multidrug resistance (Fig 1-3).
p53 and embryonic stem cells (ESCs)
ESCs are pluripotent stem cells that are derived from blastocysts and are of
therapeutic value as they are capable of differentiating into all cell lineages in the
body. During self-renewal ESCs maintain genetic stability by stringent
mechanisms and have a low rate of spontaneous mutations. However, compared
to somatic cells mouse ESCs usually have attenuated G1 and G2 phases of the
cell cycle, have higher level of p53 deacetylation and truncated ∆N-p53. As a
result, DNA damage response pathways such as classical p53-mediated cell cycle
arrest and apoptosis seem to be inefficient. Some studies report non-classical p53dependent cell death in ESCs while other studies indicate p53-independent cell
death and differentiation upon DNA damage. p53 suppresses self-renewal and
pluripotency in response to certain types of DNA damage in mouse and human
ESCs [63, 98-100].
p53 also directly suppresses the expression of Nanog, a transcription factor that
suppresses differentiation and maintains self-renewal of ESCs. Other p53 family
members, p63 and p73, may also be involved in suppressing Nanog expression.
Thus, in DNA-damaged ESCs, p53 induces differentiation of ESCs into other cell
types that are responsive to p53-dependent apoptosis and cell cycle arrest. In
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addition,

during

ESC

differentiation,

p53

suppresses

progenitor

cell

dedifferentiation into pluripotent stem cells. These findings suggest that p53 could
play a vital role in cellular differentiation and may be involved in the differentiation
of tissue stem cells following DNA damage. During cancer progression, loss of WT
p53 function may hinder tissue stem cell differentiation following DNA damage and
give rise to CSCs. Restoration of WT p53 function in cancer cells may restore
tissue stem cell differentiation and suppress CSC genesis [63, 98-100].
Few studies have evaluated the effects of p53 restoration compounds in ESCs.
Lee et al demonstrated that nutlin treatment resulted in p53-dependent Nanogindependent activation of Wnt signaling in mouse ESCs. However, p53-mediated
Wnt activation was attenuated in neural progenitor cells derived from mouse ESCs
[101]. Maimets et al reported that treatment with nutlin resulted in rapid
differentiation of human ESCs along with p53 and p21 activation [102]. Thus, p53mediated effects on differentiation seem to be context and cell-type dependent.
p53 and induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs)
Somatic cells can be reprogrammed into pluripotent stem cells with similar
capabilities and therapeutic potential as ESCs. iPSCs are obtained from somatic
cells with enforced expression of genes that act as reprogramming factors. Specific
combinations of activated transcription factors such as Oct4, Sox2, Klf4, c-Myc,
Nanog and other proteins such as Lin28 have been used to reprogram both mouse
and human somatic cells into iPSCs. Oct4 and Sox2 seem to be indispensible for
reprogramming [63, 103, 104]. Five recent papers suggest that p53 acts as a
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barrier

to

successful

reprogramming

of

somatic

cells

and

increased

reprogramming frequency has been observed in p53-deficient cells [103-110].
ARF, an activator of p53 during oncogenic stress also suppresses induced
pluripotency. p53-mediated cell cycle arrest and senescence have been shown to
be involved in suppressing reprogramming while the role p53-mediated apoptosis
is unclear [63, 104].
Reprogramming factors such as c-Myc and Klf4 are oncoproteins whereas Nanog,
Oct4, Lin28 and Sox2 have oncogenic potential [63, 103, 104]. p53 inactivation
seems to be a major function of these reprogramming factors [63, 110, 111].
Considering p53 plays an important role in maintaining genetic stability, the
tumorigenicity of iPSCs lacking p53 is a major concern [63, 103, 104, 110].
Interestingly, mouse embryonic fibroblasts with mt p53 exhibited higher
reprogramming efficiency and were more tumorigenic in vivo than p53 knock-out
mouse embryonic fibroblasts [110, 112]. The similarities between cancer
progression and cellular reprogramming may lead to new knowledge in cancer
biology [103]. p53 blocks both cancer progression and pluripotency and serves as
a link between cancer and stem cells [63, 104, 110]. Loss of WT p53 function is
critical for cancer progression and the reprogramming factors such as c-Myc, Oct4,
Sox2 and Klf4 are also overexpressed in human cancers [63, 103]. Thus, it has
been hypothesized that p53 inactivation along with overexpression of
reprogramming factors could lead to cancer cell dedifferentiation to generate CSCs
[63, 103]. Preventing cellular dedifferentiation may be an important component of
p53-mediated tumor suppression. p53 restoration compounds could be used to
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prevent cancer cell dedifferentiation and therefore to prevent the creation of CSCs
[63, 104].
p53 and adult tissue stem cells
p53 plays a critical role in regulating the adult prostate, breast, neural,
hematopoietic and epidermal stem cell/progenitor cell compartment. p53 loss
increased the proliferation of epidermal stem cells with dysfunctional telomeres
[113]. Simultaneous loss of p53 and Rb resulted in formation of prostate
neoplasms in a region enriched for stem/progenitor cells [114]. p53 is expressed
in neural stem cells (NSCs) and negatively regulates their proliferation, since p53
loss resulted in increased growth of neurosphere cultures [115, 116]. Loss of p53
in neurosphere cultures resulted in a differentiation pattern that was different from
that of WT cultures [117]. These studies clearly indicate that p53 regulates NSC
proliferation and differentiation [116, 118]. p53 and various members of the p53
pathway such as ATM, ARF and p21 regulate hematopoietic stem cell (HSC)
abundance and function [100, 119, 120].
p53 and stem cell signaling pathways
Wnt, Notch and Hedgehog signaling pathways regulate the self-renewal of normal
stem cells [121]. Dysregulation of these pathways is associated with cancer [122126] and these pathways have been considered as therapeutic targets for CSCs
[40, 127, 128]. Cross-talk of p53 with Wnt, Notch and Hedgehog signaling
pathways may be one of the links between p53 and CSCs. The Wnt signaling
pathway is a major target of p53 in mouse ESCs. Activated Wnt signaling inhibits
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mouse ESC differentiation. Lee et al have shown that in mouse ESCs with UVmediated DNA damage, anti-differentiation mechanisms are activated that depend
on p53 and Wnt signaling [101]. As described above, p53 is also known to induce
differentiation of mouse ESCs by repression of Nanog expression [63]. p53 seems
to be the key regulator of mouse ESC differentiation that maintains a balance
between stem cell population size and genomic stability [101]. Recently, Tao et al
reported that p53 loss increased number of mammospheres in vitro and stem cell
frequency in vivo. The increased number of mammospheres upon p53 loss was
reduced by treatment with a γ-secretase inhibitor commonly used to inhibit Notch
activation. Interestingly, mammosphere cultures were resistant to radiationinduced apoptosis. The data indicate that p53 regulates Notch signaling to
maintain a constant mammary stem cell pool independent of p53-mediated
apoptosis. An increase in mammary stem cells upon p53 loss could due to
elevated Notch signaling [129].
p53 and HSC quiescence
Liu et al have shown that p53 regulates HSC quiescence during steady-state
hematopoiesis [130]. HSC quiescence is required to maintain a population of
HSCs that are resistant to cytotoxic agents, oxidative stress and radiation to
ensure the essential production of blood cells. In p53-deficient mice, the proportion
of quiescent HSCs is decreased but the overall HSC pool size is increased. These
p53-mediated effects are independent of p21 but dependent on other direct targets
such as Gfi-1 and Necdin. However, p21 has been reported to regulate HSC
quiescence in other studies [131]. Thus, p53 negatively regulates mouse HSC self-
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renewal and promotes quiescence of mouse HSCs [130, 132, 133]. It is possible
that during leukemia initiation, hematopoietic progenitor cells may acquire the
ability to self-renew with loss of WT p53 function. Since quiescence can contribute
to resistance to chemotherapy and radiation treatment it is possible that p53
mutations in leukemia do not affect the ability of p53 to promote quiescence of
stem/progenitor cells [133].
p53, MDR1 and stem cells
Human multidrug resistance-1 (MDR1) is expressed in multidrug-resistant cancer
cells [81]. P-glycoprotein (P-gp), encoded by MDR1, belongs to a larger family of
transport proteins called the ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporters. Many small
molecule chemotherapeutic and targeted agents are substrates of ABC
transporters, resulting in their efflux from cells and conferring multidrug resistance.
ABC transporters also efflux many other small molecules including fluorescent
dyes such as Hoechst 33342, which can be detected by flow cytometry to identify
the rare dye-effluxing sub-population known as the side-population (SP). SP
analysis is commonly used to identify stem cells in normal and tumor tissues of the
bone marrow, brain and mammary gland. Overexpression of P-gp in murine bone
marrow cells caused expansion of SP cells [134-136].
WT p53 acts as a transcriptional repressor of the MDR1 gene. Interestingly, p63
and p73 have been reported to activate MDR1. The differential effects of p53 family
members may be due to binding to different regions of the MDR1 promoter [81].
Also, ∆Np73, a truncated isoform of p73 has been shown to activate MDR1 in
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human gastric carcinoma by inhibiting WT p53 function [137]. Restoration of wt
p53 function independent of p63/p73 in CSCs could reduce P-gp activity and
therefore chemotherapy efflux. This would support greater efficacy and reduced
toxicity from chemotherapy or targeted therapy used in combination with p53
restoration compounds.
p53 family members, stem cells and differentiation
p63 regulates epithelial stem/progenitor cell proliferation and differentiation while
p73 is important for NSC renewal and neural precursor cell differentiation.
Epidermal progenitor cells predominantly express ΔNp63, which is critical for their
maintenance. p63 regulates pathways involved in stem cell self-renewal and
differentiation such as Wnt, Notch and Hedgehog signaling. p63 also increases
the expression of CD44, a commonly used marker for breast CSCs. ΔNp63
overexpression results in Notch pathway activation and expansion of the CSC
pool.
Regulation of differentiation by the p53 family is thought to be a part of the tumor
suppressor activity [100, 138-141]. p53 regulates the differentiation of neurons,
macrophages and other cell types. Accumulation of p53 mutation in cancer cells is
often associated with an undifferentiated state. Also, ΔNp73 expression in tumors
could disrupt p53 and p73 regulation of differentiation. Thus, the p53 family
contains proteins with various isoforms that have antagonistic effects on
differentiation. Consequently, a homeostatic balance between proliferation of
stem/precursor cells and differentiation can be maintained. Disruption of this
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balance by p53 mutation or overexpression of ΔNp73 could lead to tumor
formation. p53 restoration compounds could be useful in repairing defective
differentiation in tumor cells [68]. Nutlin 3 has been shown to induce neuronal
differentiation in neuroblastoma cell lines in a p53-dependent manner [142].
Cellular differentiation is promoted by p53 activation in various other cancers [100].
p53 and CSCs
Recent studies on the direct and indirect links between the CSC population and
p53 have further solidified the importance of therapeutic targeting of p53 in CSCs.
p53 loss and CSCs
Several studies have delineated the effects of p53 loss and p53 mutation on the
CSC pool. Committed myeloid progenitors expressing oncogenic KRAS were
transformed into leukemic stem cells (LSCs) capable of initiating acute myeloid
leukemia upon p53 inactivation [143]. Breast cancers with mt p53 or functionally
inactive wt p53 were highly associated with transcriptional patterns representing
inhibited differentiation and stem-like characteristics [144]. p53 loss was correlated
with poorly differentiated tumors in thyroid, lung, skin and colorectal cancers [100].
p53 loss promotes the expression of CD44 [140] and elevates levels of the target
gene, Inhibitor of DNA binding 2 (Id2), resulting in increased self-renewal of neural
progenitor cells. Id2 levels are elevated in glioma cell lines with mt p53 and
overexpression of Id2 enhanced proliferation of glioma stem cells [145].
Simultaneous inactivation of p53 and PTEN stimulates c-Myc expression and
enhances the self-renewal and differentiation of NSCs. c-Myc inactivation in tumor
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neurospheres lacking p53 and PTEN restored differentiation and suppressed
tumorigenic potential [146].
p53, BMI-1 and CSCs
ARF is known to regulate the p53 pathway and, similarly, the tumor suppressor
p16Ink4a (Ink4a) regulates the Rb pathway. Crosstalk of the Rb and p53 pathway
occurs via E2F-1 as described above. Ink4a/Rb and ARF/p53 signaling are
frequently disrupted in tumors due to their role in tumor suppression, cell growth
and proliferation. Ink4a and ARF regulate self-renewal of murine HSCs while Rb
is essential for the maintenance of murine placenta trophoblast stem cells [147].
BMI-1, an oncogene, represses Ink4a and ARF expression and is essential for the
maintenance of murine HSCs and NSCs. Ink4a and ARF are important for
mediating the effects of BMI-1 on the stem cell population. BMI-1 is essential for
the proliferation of LSCs and is highly expressed in CSCs obtained from brain
tumors [147-150]. It has been demonstrated that BMI-1 mediates the effects of
Hedgehog signaling pathway on mammary stem cell self-renewal. Both Hedgehog
signaling and BMI-1 are activated in breast CSCs [151]. BMI-1 could serve as one
of the links between Hedgehog and p53 signaling in CSCs. Thus, the complex
regulatory network of p53 may play a critical role in regulating the CSC pool and
may provide alternative therapeutic opportunities.
p53, miR34 and CSCs
The miR34 family of microRNAs are transcriptionally regulated by p53 and have
been linked to CSCs. The tumor suppressor miR34 family regulates target proteins
that include Notch pathway proteins and Bcl-2 [152]. miR34a negatively regulates
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CD44 expression in prostate cancer cells and inhibits prostate CSC properties
[153]. Nalls et al recently reported that miR34a expression was reduced in
pancreatic CSCs. Epigenetic restoration of miR34a with chromatin-modifying
agents reduced growth, induced apoptosis and inhibited self-renewal, epithelialmesenchymal transition, invasion, migration, colony and spheroid formation in
pancreatic CSCs [154]. Similarly, upon lentiviral restoration of miR34, Ji et al
reported reduction in pancreatic and gastric CSCs with mt p53, high Bcl-2
expression and low miR34 [152, 155]. Thus, these studies demonstrate a potential
for therapeutic targeting of CSCs by activation of the miR34 family that includes
important downstream targets of p53.
p53, Translationally Controlled Tumor Protein (TCTP) and CSCs
TCTP is a critical regulator of apoptosis and is highly expressed in cancer cells
[156]. TCTP has been previously described in the regulation of Oct4 and Nanog
transcription during nuclear reprogramming [157]. Recently, Amson et al described
a negative feedback regulatory loop between TCTP and p53 whereby TCTP
promotes MDM2-mediated degradation of p53 while p53 represses TCTP gene
transcription [156]. PKH26 dye retention has been described previously as a useful
method to isolate normal and tumor mammary stem cells [158]. The authors
demonstrate that TCTP is highly expressed in PKH26 positive cells as compared
to the PKH26 negative fraction. Knockdown of TCTP in breast tumor
mammospheres increased p53 levels and reduced tumor mammosphere
formation efficiency. Thus, TCTP knockdown represents another mechanism for
p53 restoration and targeting CSCs. However, p53 restoration by TCTP
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knockdown is mediated by MDM2 [156] and it remains to be seen whether
targeting the TCTP pathway provides an advantage over currently available
compounds disrupting MDM2-mediated p53 degradation.
p21, Olig2 and glioma stem cells
Olig2, a transcription factor expressed in the central nervous system regulates the
proliferation of NSCs. Olig2 is highly expressed in glioma progenitor/stem cells and
is essential for the growth of gliomas obtained from tumor neurospheres. In NSCs
and glioma cells, Olig2 directly represses the p53 target gene p21 [159], which
negatively regulates the proliferation of NSCs [160]. Thus, p53 restoration could
help target glioma stem cells by preventing Olig2-mediated p21 repression.
Mt p53, mevalonate pathway and breast CSCs
The mevalonate metabolic pathway is involved in important cellular processes
such as sterol biosynthesis, hormone production and maintenance of cell
membrane integrity. Mevalonate pathway intermediates such as geranylgeranyl
pyrophosphate are involved in post-translational modification of Ras and Rho
proteins. The mevalonate pathway plays a key role in various stages of
tumorigenesis. Several inhibitors of the mevalonate pathway are being evaluated
as anti-cancer therapies in preclinical and clinical settings [161, 162]. Recently, mt
p53 was shown to be associated with upregulation of genes involved in the
mevalonate pathway. The mevalonate pathway mediates the disruption of acinar
morphology in breast tissues by mt p53. Protein geranylgeranylation plays an
important role in these mt p53-mediated effects [163]. Another study identified
mevalonate metabolism as a key regulator of breast CSCs. Inhibition of
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mevalonate pathway with simvastatin and inhibition of protein geranylgeranylation
depleted basal breast CSCs expressing mt p53 [164]. Thus, mt p53 potentially
regulates breast CSCs, at least in part, through mevalonate metabolism [165].
These studies provide further support for the gain-of-function phenotype of mt p53
and emphasize the importance of targeting mt p53 for cancer therapy.
p53, EMT and CSCs
EMT enables cancer cells to acquire the abilities of invasion, migration and
resistance to apoptosis such that they can orchestrate the metastatic cascade.
EMT is regulated by a well-defined set of transcription factors such as Snail, Slug,
Twist and Zeb1 that repress the epithelial adhesion molecule E-cadherin. The loss
of an epithelial trait is accompanied by acquisition of a mesenchymal phenotype,
involving up-regulation of N-cadherin and Vimentin expression. This mesenchymal
phenotype enables cancer cells to migrate and invade surrounding tissue and
resist apoptosis [166, 167]. During later stages of metastasis cancer cells must
adapt to a foreign tissue and self-renew to give rise to micro- and macrometastasis. These properties are associated with a stem cell phenotype [168].
Recent evidence suggests that the EMT program induces a stem cell phenotype
in normal epithelial cells as well as epithelial cancer cells [169]. Several studies
have confirmed that the EMT process can give rise to CSCs [170-173]. Thus, EMT
potentially causes dedifferentiation of more differentiated cancer cells giving rise
to CSCs [168].
p53 negatively regulates EMT and stem cell properties [174] and furthermore, p53
mutation promotes EMT [175, 176]. p53 directly regulates mir-200c expression,
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which suppresses the EMT and CSC phenotypes by inhibition of Zeb1 and BMI-1
[174]. Recently, it has also been shown that p73 negatively regulates EMT [177].
Thus, the p53 family is potentially involved in the regulation of an EMT-associated
CSC phenotype.
p53 restoration and CSCs
Few studies have directly evaluated the effects of p53 restoration on the CSC
population. Li et al recently identified the deacetylase SIRT1 as an important
therapeutic target in chronic myelogenous leukemia stem cells (CMLSC). CMLSC
depend on p53 deacetylation mediated by SIRT1 for survival and resistance to
imatinib. Inhibition of SIRT1 by tenovin-6 resulted in enhanced p53 acetylation in
CMLSC and inhibited imatinib-resistant CMLSC patient cells in vivo. The
combination of imatinib and tenovin-6 impaired CMLSC growth and in vivo
engraftment without affecting normal cells [178, 179].
Cicalese et al demonstrated that p53 loss results in increased stem cell frequency,
increased frequency of symmetric self-renewing divisions and increased
replicative potential in mammary stem cells. p53 loss also enhances Nanog
expression in mammary stem cells. p53 restoration with Nutlin 3 treatment reduced
the frequency of mammary CSCs by limiting their replicative potential and
symmetric division without affecting wt mammary stem cells [180].
Allen et al developed a non-toxic fluorescent assay utilizing Calcein AM for the
detection of colon cancer stem cells. This assay is similar to the Hoechst SP assay
in principle but provides the advantage of being non-toxic to the SP, potentially
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improving the in vitro and in vivo evaluation of CSCs by enabling longitudinal
studies using a functional assay. Using this assay system along with SP analysis,
Allen et al demonstrated that loss of wt p53 function enriches putative colon CSCs.
Restoration of wt p53 in p53-null HCT116 cells using an adenoviral vector
eliminated the dye-effluxing CSC population [136].
Using a single cell p53-regulated green fluorescent protein-reporter system in
DLD-1 human colon tumor cells that express mt p53 protein, Huang et al have
demonstrated p53 restoration by ellipticine in putative colon CSCs. The
chemotherapeutic drug 5-FU caused enrichment of dye-effluxing colon CSCs.
Huang et al have also reported depletion of p53-null and mt-p53 expressing
putative colon CSCs by ellipticine in combination with 5-FU [181].
Summary
Clearly, targeting of CRCSCs has the potential to impact cancer therapy for
patients with advanced disease. The p53 and TRAIL pathway are potent tumor
suppressive pathways common to both non-CSCs and CSCs and can be exploited
for robust long term anti-cancer therapy.
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CHAPTER 2: Small molecule ONC201/TIC10 targets
chemotherapy-resistant colorectal cancer stem-like cells in an
Akt/Foxo3a/TRAIL-dependent manner
Introduction
This text and figures in this chapter have been adapted from Prabhu et al, 2015
[182]. ONC201/TIC10 is a novel TRAIL pathway inducing small molecule with
potent antitumor efficacy in vitro and in vivo [183]. ONC201 was discovered
through a high throughput luciferase reporter screen for identifying small molecules
in the NCI Diversity Set that transcriptionally induce TRAIL [184]. ONC201/TIC10
is currently being evaluated in phase I/II clinical trials for patients with advanced
cancer. We have previously shown that ONC201/TIC10 induces TRAIL-mediated
apoptosis in several tumor types, including breast, colon, glioblastoma tumors
[183] and hematological malignancies [185]. ONC201 has a wide therapeutic index
and a benign safety profile at therapeutic doses [186]. ONC201/TIC10 inactivates
both Akt and ERK signaling to induce Foxo3a nuclear translocation and TRAILgene transcription, independent of p53 status. ONC201/TIC10 improves the halflife, tissue distribution, route of administration and spectrum of activity and
overcomes the therapeutic limitations of recombinant TRAIL and TRAIL-agonist
antibodies. ONC201/TIC10 activates the TRAIL pathway in a manner that goes
beyond upregulation of the TRAIL gene since it also leads to TRAIL receptor DR5
induction [183].
In this study, we hypothesized that the potent anti-tumor effect of ONC201/TIC10
in colon cancer involves targeting the CRCSC population along with bulk tumor
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cells. We demonstrate that ONC201/TIC10 depletes CRCSC markers and
colonosphere formation in vitro. ONC201/TIC10 inhibits self-renewal of 5-FUresistant CRCSCs in vitro and in vivo. ONC201/TIC10 targets CRCSCs in a
TRAIL-dependent manner. ONC201/TIC10 mediated anti-CRCSC effect and
TRAIL induction in CRCSCs and bulk tumor cells requires upstream Akt and ERK
inhibition, followed by Foxo3a activation. These findings provide further insight into
the potent anti-tumor efficacy of ONC201/TIC10 and further strengthen the
preclinical evidence for the translation of this novel small molecule into the clinic.
The identification of CRCSCs as a target for ONC201/TIC10 provides an
innovative biomarker that could be monitored in the clinic through analysis of tumor
biopsies or circulating tumor cells.
Materials and Methods
Cell culture and Reagents
SW480, DLD1 and HCT116 cells were obtained from American Type Culture
Collection and maintained in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium or McCoy’s 5A
(Invitrogen,

Carlsbad,

CA)

containing

10%

fetal

bovine

serum

and

penicillin/streptomycin at 37°C in 5% CO2. HCT116 cells overexpressing
myristoylated Akt were obtained from Dr. Nathan G. Dolloff at Penn State
University. Cells were regularly tested and authenticated every month by
bioluminescence,

growth

and

morphological

observation.

ONC201/TIC10

(NSC350625) was obtained from the NCI Developmental Therapeutic Program
and from Oncoceutics, Inc. The anti-TRAIL RIK-2 antibody (Santa Cruz
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Biotechnology, Dallas, TX) was used at 1 µg/ml as described previously [183].
Chemotherapeutic drug 5-FU was obtained from Sigma, St. Louis, MO.
Flow cytometry for cell surface markers and sub-G1 analysis
Cells were trypsinized or harvested with cell dissociation buffer (Invitrogen),
washed with PBS and fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde. Next cells were washed
and incubated with CD133 (Miltenyi Biotec, Bergisch Gladbach, Germany, 1:25,
#130-090-422), CD44-FITC (BD Bioscience, San Jose, CA, 1:20, #555478),
TRAIL (Abcam, Cambridge, UK, 1:50 or 1:100, ab2435), DR5 (Imgenex, San
Diego, CA, 1:100, IMG-120a) or normal IgG control (Invitrogen) overnight or for 2
hours (h) at 4ºC. Next, cells were washed and incubated with secondary antibody
(Invitrogen, 1:200). Finally, cells were washed, resuspended in PBS and analyzed
by flow cytometry. Flow cytometry was performed using an Elite ESP flow
cytometer (Beckman-Coulter, Brea, CA). For Sub-G1 analysis, cells were treated,
trypsinized, ethanol-fixed, stained with propidium iodide (Sigma) and analyzed by
flow cytometry as previously described [183].
Aldefluor assay and Fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS)
The Aldefluor assay was performed as described in the manufacturer’s protocol
(ALDEFLUOR Kit, STEMCELL Technologies, Vancouver, Canada). Cells were
trypsinized or harvested with cell dissociation buffer (Invitrogen), washed with PBS
and counted. Cells were resuspended (1 million cells per ml) in Aldefluor assay
buffer with activated Aldefluor reagent (2.5-5 µl per ml). Immediately, half of the
resuspended cells were added to a tube with Aldefluor DEAB reagent, an inhibitor
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of ALDH activity (5 µl for 0.5 ml), to serve as a negative control. All samples were
incubated for 30-45 minutes at room temperature or 37ºC. Finally, cells were
washed and resuspended in Aldefluor buffer and Aldefluor bright cells (Aldefluor
positive (+) cells, Aldefluor(+)) and Aldefluor low cells (Aldefluor negative (-) cells,
Aldefluor(-)) were detected by flow cytometry [181].
Preparative FACS sorting was performed at the Penn State Hershey flow
cytometry core with the Becton-Dickinson FACSAria SORP Cell Sorter.
Aldefluor(+) and Aldefluor(-) cells were gated according to the DEAB control.
Sorted cells (99% purity) were collected in media on ice. Aldefluor(+) cells were
maintained as colonosphere cultures, while Aldefluor(-) cells were maintained as
adherent cultures [187].
Colonosphere culture
Colonospheres were cultured using the MammoCult™ Human Medium Kit
(STEMCELL Technologies). Mammocult medium was prepared for each
experiment by adding the supplement provided in the kit, Heparin sodium (Sigma,
4 µg/ml) and Hydrocortisone (BD, 0.5 µg/ml). For non-adherent growth conditions,
colonospheres were cultured in Ultra Low attachment plates (Corning, NY). Cells
were suspended in Mammocult medium and 1000-20,000 cells were seeded per
well (depending on 6-well/24-well plate and cell line). Cells were immediately
treated with DMSO or ONC201/TIC10. Colonospheres (> 60 µm) were counted
and imaged after 3-7 days. Medium was replaced every 3-7 days for sorted cells
in culture [187].
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In vivo studies
All animal experiments were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee at the Penn State Hershey Medical Center [187]. For subcutaneous
xenografts, 4- to 6-week-old female athymic nu/nu or hairless SCID mice (Charles
River Laboratories, Horsham, PA) were used. Sorted DLD1 Aldefluor(+) and
Aldefluor(-) cells were subcutaneously injected into the right and left flank of the
mice as a 200 µl suspension of 1:1 Matrigel (BD) and PBS. All subcutaneous
tumors were allowed to reach a detectable volume (~125 mm 3) before initiating
ONC201/TIC10 treatment. Upon tumor formation, mice were administered either
vehicle or ONC201/TIC10 50 mg/kg (i.p.). Doses were administered post-tumor
implantation on day 7, 14 and 22. Tumor growth was monitored until the endpoint.
Tumor growth was determined by measuring the length and width of the tumor with
a caliper and tumor volume was calculated as ((length+width)/2)3.
For in vivo passage, tumors were harvested immediately following sacrifice at the
endpoint and subjected to digestion using Collagenase type 3 (Worthington
Lakewood, NJ, 155 units/ml) in sterile serum- and antibiotic-free RPMI (Mediatech,
Inc. Herndon, VA) for 2 h with intermittent vortexing. Digested tumor cells from
each group were filtered through a 100 µm filter. Cells were re-injected into mice
as described above to determine tumor formation. Tumor initiation and growth was
monitored post tumor implantation.
Tumors were harvested from euthanized mice and homogenized in lysis buffer for
Western blot analysis or fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS for
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immunohistochemistry. Paraffin-embedding, sectioning and hematoxylin and
eosin staining was performed by the Histology Core Facility at Penn State Hershey
Medical Center. Immunohistochemistry was performed as previously described
[183]. The following antibodies were used: TRAIL (Abcam), CD44 (Cell Signaling,
Danvers, MA, #3570) and CD133 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology).
Western blot
Western blotting was performed as described previously [183]. Sorted Aldefluor(+)
cells were treated with DMSO or ONC201/TIC10 for 72 h. After treatment, protein
lysates were collected and a protein assay (Biorad) was performed. Protein lysates
were normalized for equal total protein, LDS sample buffer and reducing agent
(Invitrogen) were added and the samples were used for SDS-PAGE. After transfer,
primary and secondary antibody incubations were performed, and the signal was
detected by using a chemiluminescent detection kit, followed by autoradiography.
The following antibodies were used: Akt (Cell Signaling #4685), phospho (p)S473Akt (Cell Signaling, #4060), ERK (Cell Signaling, #9102), pERK (Cell Signaling,
#4377), Foxo3a (Abcam, # ab47409), pS253 Foxo3a (Cell Signaling, #9466),
pS294 Foxo3a (Cell Signaling, #5538), c-FLIP (Cell Signaling, #3210), ALDH (BD
Biosciences, #611194), cleaved (clvd) caspase-8 (C8) (Cell Signaling, #9496),
clvd PARP (Cell Signaling, #9546), Actin (Sigma, #A5441) and Ran (BD
Biosciences, #610341).
siRNA transfection
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siRNA (control, DR5 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology) or Foxo3a (Dharmacon))
transfection of cells was performed with Opti-MEM and Lipofectamine RNAiMAX
(Invitrogen) using media without antibiotics. After overnight siRNA incubation the
cells were treated with complete medium containing ONC201/TIC10 [183].
Statistical analysis
Results are presented as the mean ± standard deviation (or standard error of
mean) of data from three or more replicates/experiments. Data was not
collected/analyzed in a blinded manner. For pairwise analysis, we analyzed the
data using the Student’s two-tailed t-test in Excel (Microsoft). Statistically
significant changes with p values are presented in the figures. * indicates p < 0.05
as compared to control/DMSO unless otherwise specified.
Results
ONC201/TIC10 depletes CRCSC markers in vitro
To determine the effects of ONC201/TIC10 on the CRCSC population, we
evaluated CRCSC marker expression in response to ONC201/TIC10 treatment.
Three different markers of CRCSCs, Aldefluor [12], CD44 [10] and CD133 [5] were
tested in three cell lines. ONC201/TIC10 depleted Aldefluor(+) cells in HCT116,
DLD1 and SW480 cell lines (Fig 2-1B, 2-1C and 2-7C). In HCT116 cells, 5-FU, a
first-line chemotherapeutic drug for colorectal cancer [188], did not significantly
reduce the Aldefluor(+) population, while ONC201/TIC10 significantly depleted
Aldefluor(+) cells (Fig 2-1B). ONC201/TIC10 also depleted CD44(+) cells in
SW480, DLD1 and HCT116 cell lines (Fig 2-1A, 2-6D and 2-10C). In our
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experiments, the percentage of CD44(+) cells is relatively high in SW480 and

Figure 2-1. ONC201/TIC10 depletes CRCSC markers in vitro. (A) ONC201/TIC10 depletes
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CD44(+) cells. SW480 cells were treated for 72 h with DMSO or 5 µM ONC201/TIC10. CD44(+)
cells were detected by flow cytometry. * indicates p<0.005. (B) ONC201/TIC10 depletes 5-FU
resistant Aldefluor(+) cells. HCT116 cells were treated for 72 h with DMSO or 5 µM ONC201/TIC10
or 40/80 µM 5-FU. Aldefluor(+) cells were detected by flow cytometry. * indicates p<0.001. (C)
Flow cytometry histograms for Aldefluor assay of DLD1 cells treated with DMSO or 2.5/5 µM
ONC201/TIC10 for 72 h. Aldefluor(+) cells were determined according to the DEAB negative
control. Data is represented as side scatter (SS) or count versus Aldefluor (ALDF1). (D)
ONC201/TIC10 depletes CD133(+) cells in a dose- and time-dependent manner. DLD1 cells were
treated with DMSO (72 h) or 2.5/5/10 µM ONC201/TIC10 (72 h) or 5 µM ONC201/TIC10 (24/48/72
h). CD133(+) cells were detected by flow cytometry. * indicates p < 0.05.

HCT116 cell lines compared to the other markers used for CRCSCs. Our data is
consistent with other studies that have also observed high levels of CD44 mRNA
[189] and protein [190] in SW480 and HCT116 cells. Next, we tested the effects of
ONC201/TIC10 on CRCSC marker expression in a dose- and time-dependent
manner. In DLD1 cells, ONC201/TIC10 depleted CD133 expression in at doses
ranging from 2.5-10 µM (Fig 2-1D). At the 5 µM dose, ONC201/TIC10 depleted
CD133 expression in a time-dependent manner, with maximal effects observed 72
h following treatment (Fig 2-1D). Representative flow cytometry images of CD44
(Fig 2-2B) and CD133 (Fig 2-2A) staining are shown. Thus, ONC201/TIC10
depletes markers of CRCSCs in a dose- and time-dependent manner.
TIC10 prevents colonosphere formation in vitro
Colonosphere cultures have been shown to enrich for CRCSCs [191]. To test the
anti-CRCSC effects of ONC201/TIC10 in a functional in vitro model of CRCSC
self-renewal, we tested the ability of ONC201/TIC10 to prevent colonosphere
44

Figure 2-2. Representative flow cytometry images for CD133 and CD44-TRAIL staining. (A)
ONC201/TIC10 depletes CD133(+) cells. DLD1 cells were treated with DMSO or 5 µM
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ONC201/TIC10 for 72 h. CD133(+) cells were detected by flow cytometry. Cells were gated
according to the control (cont) IgG antibody. % CD133(+) cells are indicated for each sample. (B)
ONC201/TIC10 depletes CD44(+) cells via TRAIL induction. SW480 cells were treated for 72 h
with DMSO or 5 µM ONC201/TIC10. CD44-APC(+) and TRAIL-PE(+) cells were detected by flow
cytometry. % cells in each quadrant are indicated for DMSO and ONC201/TIC10 samples.

formation. ONC201/TIC10 significantly reduced colonosphere formation of SW480
and DLD1 cells (Fig 2-3A). In DLD1 cells, the colonospheres formed upon
ONC201/TIC10 treatment were smaller compared to the control (Fig 2-3B).
Next, we tested the effects of ONC201/TIC10 on sorted Aldefluor(+) cells.
Aldefluor(+) cells formed significantly more colonospheres compared to
Aldefluor(-) cells (Fig 2-3C). Post-sort validation was performed to confirm the
enrichment of Aldefluor(+) cells versus Aldefluor(-) cells (Fig 2-4A). 5-FU did not
prevent colonosphere formation of Aldefluor(+) cells (Fig 2-3D). ONC201/TIC10
prevented colonosphere formation of Aldefluor(+) cells in a dose-dependent
manner (Fig 2-3E and 2-3F). Thus, ONC201/TIC10 prevents self-renewal of
chemotherapy-resistant CRCSCs.
ONC201/TIC10 prevents CRCSC-mediated xenograft tumor growth and selfrenewal in vivo
To confirm that Aldefluor(+) cells represent the CRCSC population in vivo, we
passaged sorted tumor cells in athymic nude mice. Post-sort validation was
performed to confirm the enrichment of DLD1 Aldefluor(+) and Aldefluor(-) cells
(Fig 2-4A). Sorted Aldefluor(+) and Aldefluor(-) cells were injected into the opposite
flanks of the same mouse to compare tumor formation. Upon initial injection post46

Figure 2-3. ONC201/TIC10 prevents colonosphere formation in vitro. (A) ONC201/TIC10
prevents colonosphere formation. DLD1 and SW480 cells (10,000 cells/well) were plated for
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colonosphere formation in the presence of DMSO or 10 µM ONC201/TIC10. Colonospheres (> 60
µm) were counted at 96 h. (B) Representative image (10X magnification) for DLD1 cells in (A).
Each division on the scale is 10 µm. (C) Sorted Aldefluor(+) and Aldefluor(-) HCT116 cells (1000
cells/well) were plated for colonosphere formation. Colonospheres (> 60 µm) were counted after 6
days. (D) Sorted Aldefluor(+) HCT116 cells (1000 cells/well) were plated for colonosphere
formation in the presence of DMSO or 40 µM 5-FU. Colonospheres (> 60 µm) were counted after
6 days (p value = 0.446). (E) Sorted Aldefluor(+) SW480 cells (10,000 cells/well) were plated for
colonosphere formation in the presence of DMSO or 2.5/5/10 µM ONC201/TIC10. Colonospheres
(> 60 µm) were counted after 72 h. * indicates p < 0.006. (F) Representative images (20X
magnification) for (E). Each division on the scale is 10 µm.

sort, both Aldefluor(+) and Aldefluor(-) cells initiated tumors. At the end point,
single cells were isolated from the initial tumors and equal numbers of viable cells
were re-injected into mice to assess tumor formation. As expected, Aldefluor(+)
cells formed tumors more often than Aldefluor(-) cells (Fig 2-4C). Aldefluor(-) cells
formed one tumor in 3 injections while Aldefluor(+) cells formed tumors in every
injection. The Aldefluor(+) CRCSC-initiated tumors retained the Aldefluor(+)
phenotype three weeks post-injection (Fig 2-4D). These data suggest that
Aldefluor(+) cells with enhanced self-renewal represent the colorectal CRCSC
population.
Next, we determined whether ONC201/TIC10 could prevent Aldefluor(+) CRCSCmediated tumor growth and self-renewal in vivo. Sorted Aldefluor(+) cells were
injected subcutaneously into athymic nude mice and the mice were administered
3 doses of vehicle or ONC201/TIC10 once a week. ONC201/TIC10 significantly
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Figure 2-4. Post-sort validation and xenograft tumor studies.

(A) Post-sort validation of
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Aldefluor(+) and Aldefluor(-) DLD1 cells. Sorted Aldefluor(+) and Aldefluor(-) DLD1 cells were
maintained for 4 weeks in culture. Aldefluor(+) cells were detected by flow cytometry. Aldefluor(+)
cells were maintained as colonosphere cultures while Aldefluor(-) cells were maintained in adherent
culture. (B) Representative image of ONC201/TIC10 inhibition of CRCSC-mediated xenograft
tumor growth. Sorted DLD1 Aldefluor(+) cells were subcutaneously injected into the right and left
flank of athymic nude mice. Upon tumor formation, mice were administered either vehicle or
ONC201/TIC10 50 mg/kg (i.p.), (N = 7 per group). Doses were administered post-tumor
implantation on day 7, 14 and 22. Tumors were excised at endpoint. (C) ONC201/TIC10 prevents
CRCSC-mediated self-renewal in vivo. Sorted DLD1 Aldefluor(+) and Aldefluor(-) cells (1 million
cells per injection) were subcutaneously injected into the right and left flank respectively of athymic
nude mice. The number of tumors initiated was determined. Single cells from initial tumors were
re-injected into mice to determine tumor formation. Single cells from initial tumors in (B) were also
re-injected into mice to determine tumor formation. 1 million viable cells were used for each
injection. Tumor formation was determined at Day 20 post tumor implantation for passage.
Representative image for tumor formation upon passage of tumors from DMSO and
ONC201/TIC10 treated mice is also shown. (D) Sorted DLD1 Aldefluor(+) and unsorted cells were
subcutaneously injected into the right and left flank respectively of hairless SCID mice. Tumors
were harvested for Western blot analysis. (E) Sorted Aldefluor(+) DLD1 cells were plated for
colonosphere culture in the presence of DMSO or 50 µM 5-FU or 5 µM ONC201/TIC10 for 72 h.
Viable cells were counted and 300,000 cells were injected into the right and left flank of hairless
SCID mice. Tumor initiation and growth was monitored till Day 80 post tumor implantation. *
indicates p < 0.02.

reduced the growth of the CRCSC-initiated tumors (Fig 2-5A, 2-5B and 2-4B). We
did not observe any significant changes in the body weight of mice in response to
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ONC201/TIC10 treatment (Fig 2-5C). CRCSC markers ALDH, CD44 and CD133
were also downregulated upon ONC201/TIC10 treatment (Fig 2-5D and 2-10A).

Figure 2-5. ONC201/TIC10 reduces CRCSC-mediated xenograft tumor growth and selfrenewal in vivo. (A) ONC201/TIC10 prevents CRCSC-mediated xenograft tumor growth. Sorted
DLD1 Aldefluor(+) cells were subcutaneously injected into the right and left flank of athymic nude
mice. Upon tumor formation, mice were administered either vehicle or ONC201/TIC10 50 mg/kg
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(i.p.). (N = 7 per group) Doses (indicated by triangle) were administered post-tumor implantation
on day 7, 14 and 22. Tumor growth was monitored until the endpoint. Data is presented as mean
± standard error of mean. * indicates p < 0.05 as compared to corresponding control tumor volume.
(B) Representative image for (A). (C) Body weight of mice in (A) was monitored along with tumor
growth until the end point. (D) Immunohistochemistry analysis of harvested tumors from (A) for
CRCSC markers and TRAIL. (E) Sorted Aldefluor(+) DLD1 cells were plated for colonosphere
culture in the presence of DMSO or 50 µM 5-FU or 5 µM ONC201/TIC10 for 72 h. Viable cells were
counted and the indicated number of cells were injected into the right and left flank of hairless SCID
mice. Tumor initiation was monitored till Day 80 post tumor implantation.

At the end point, single cells were isolated from initial tumors and equal numbers
of viable cells were re-injected into mice. The ONC201/TIC10 treated cells formed
1 tumor in 5 injections while vehicle treated cells formed 4 tumors in 5 injections
(Fig 2-4C). Thus, ONC201/TIC10 treatment prevented the self-renewal of
Aldefluor(+) CRCSCs in vivo without apparent toxicity.
To conclusively determine the effect of ONC201/TIC10 on CRCSC self-renewal in
vivo we performed a limiting dilution tumor initiation assay with vehicle,
ONC201/TIC10 and 5-FU treated Aldefluor(+) CRCSCs. ONC201/TIC10 reduced
tumor initiation at three different dilutions of injected Aldefluor(+) CRCSCs while 5FU had a modest effect on tumor initiation (Fig 2-5E). ONC201/TIC10 treatment
significantly increased the number of days required for tumor initiation and the
number of days to end point tumor volume (Fig 2-4E). Thus, ONC201/TIC10
significantly reduced CRCSC-mediated tumor initiation and tumor growth.
ONC201/TIC10-mediated anti-CRCSC effect involves induction of cell
surface TRAIL and DR5
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Figure 2-6. ONC201/TIC10-mediated anti-CRCSC effect involves induction of surface TRAIL.
(A) (A) ONC201/TIC10 induces surface TRAIL in CRCSCs. HCT116 cells were treated with DMSO
or 5/10 µM ONC201/TIC10 for 72 h and CD133 and TRAIL staining was detected by flow cytometry.
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* indicates p < 0.04. (B) SW480 cells were treated with DMSO or indicated doses of ONC201/TIC10
for 72 h. CD44 and TRAIL staining was detected by flow cytometry. * indicates p < 0.03. (C)
ONC201/TIC10-mediated anti-CRCSC effect is TRAIL-dependent. DLD1 cells were treated with
DMSO or 5 µM ONC201/TIC10 for 72 h in the presence of control IgG or RIK-2 antibody.
Aldefluor(+) cells were detected by flow cytometry. Fold depletion is the ratio of % Aldefluor(+) cells
in DMSO and ONC201/TIC10 treatment groups. * indicates p < 0.05. (D) DLD1 cells were treated
with DMSO or 5 µM ONC201/TIC10 for 72 h in the presence of control IgG or RIK-2 antibody.
CD44(+) cells were detected by flow cytometry. * indicates p < 0.04. (E) HCT116 cells were treated
with DMSO or 5/10 µM ONC201/TIC10 for 72 h and CD133 and TRAIL staining was detected by
flow cytometry. * indicates p < 0.04.

We examined ONC201/TIC10-mediated TRAIL induction specifically in CRCSCs.
Surface TRAIL induction was determined in CD133(+) and CD44(+) cells. Surface
TRAIL(+) cells within the CD133(+) population were significantly elevated upon
ONC201/TIC10 treatment in HCT116 cells (Fig 2-6A). Mean surface TRAIL
fluorescence in the CD133(+) population was also elevated significantly (Fig 2-6A).
ONC201/TIC10 treatment increased TRAIL(+) cells within the CD44(+) population
in SW480 cells (Fig 2-6B). Representative flow cytometry images of CD44 and
TRAIL

staining

(Fig

2-2B)

are

shown.

We

simultaneously

observed

ONC201/TIC10-mediated TRAIL induction in the total population (Fig 2-7A and 27B). To further confirm our hypothesis that ONC201/TIC10 induces TRAIL in both
CRCSCs and non-CRCSCs we examined TRAIL induction in the two populations.
ONC201/TIC10 significantly induced surface TRAIL in both CD133(+) and
CD133(-) cells (Fig 2-6E). TRAIL was also upregulated in Aldefluor(+) CRCSCinitiated xenograft tumors upon ONC201/TIC10 treatment (Fig 2-5D).
To confirm that ONC201/TIC10-mediated anti-CRCSC effects are TRAILdependent we used the TRAIL-blocking antibody RIK-2. We previously
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Figure 2-7. TRAIL-dependent anti-CRCSC effects of ONC201/TIC10. (A) HCT116 cells were
treated with DMSO or 5/10 µM ONC201/TIC10 for 72 h and TRAIL staining was detected by flow
cytometry. * indicates p < 0.01. (B) SW480 cells were treated with DMSO or indicated doses of
ONC201/TIC10 for 72 h. TRAIL positive cells were detected by flow cytometry. * indicates p < 0.01.
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(C) SW480 cells were treated with DMSO or 5 µM ONC201/TIC10 for 60 h in the presence of
control IgG or RIK-2 antibody. Aldefluor(+) cells were detected by flow cytometry. Fold depletion
is the ratio of % Aldefluor(+) cells in DMSO and ONC201/TIC10 treatment groups. * indicates p <
0.0003. (D) SW480 cells were treated with DMSO or 10 µM ONC201/TIC10 for 60 h. Cell death
was determined by Sub-G1 analysis. * indicates p < 0.03 for comparison between ONC201 groups.

demonstrated that RIK-2 prevents ONC201/TIC10- (Fig 2-7D) and recombinant
TRAIL-mediated tumor cell death [183]. ONC201/TIC10 mediated inhibition of
Aldefluor(+) and CD44(+) cells was impaired when cells were treated with RIK-2
(Fig 2-6C, 2-6D and 2-7C). The fold depletion of Aldefluor(+) cells by
ONC201/TIC10 was significantly reduced in SW480 and DLD1 cells treated with
RIK-2 as compared to control. Thus, TRAIL-dependent anti-CRCSC effects of
ONC201/TIC10 were blocked by TRAIL-sequestering antibody RIK-2.
We have previously reported that ONC201/TIC10 upregulates DR5 in tumor cells
and disruption of the DR5 death domain decreases ONC201/TIC10-mediated cell
death [183]. ONC201/TIC10 significantly increased cell surface DR5 in CD44(+)
and CD44(-) cells. (Fig 2-8). DR5 knockdown rescued ONC201/TIC10-mediated
colonosphere inhibition and depletion of CD44(+) cells (Fig 2-11). The data
provides evidence for a DR5-TRAIL-dependent mechanism of ONC201/TIC10mediated anti-CRCSC effects.
ONC201/TIC10-mediated induction of surface TRAIL in CRCSCs involves
inhibition of Akt and ERK, followed by Foxo3a activation
To determine the signaling pathway involved in ONC201/TIC10-mediated TRAIL
induction in CRCSCs, we determined the effects of ONC201/TIC10 treatment on
previously described regulators of the TRAIL pathway [183]. We determined levels
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Figure 2-8. ONC201/TIC10 induces DR5 in bulk tumor cells and CRCSCs. HCT116 cells were
treated for 72 h with DMSO or 5 µM ONC201/TIC10. CD44-FITC(+) and DR5-PE(+) cells were
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detected by flow cytometry. Cells were gated according to the control (cont) IgG antibody. % cells
in each quadrant are indicated for DMSO and ONC201/TIC10 samples. * indicates p < 0.05.

Figure 2-9. ONC201/TIC10-mediated CRCSC depletion involves inhibition of Akt, ERK and
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activation of Foxo3a. (A) Western blot analysis of sorted Aldefluor(+) SW480 cells treated with
DMSO or indicated doses of ONC201/TIC10 for 72 h. (B) Confirmation of overexpression of
myristoylated- (myr-) Akt in HCT116 cells by Western blot. (C) Parental (WT) or myr Akt
overexpressing HCT116 cells were treated with DMSO or 5 µM ONC201/TIC10 for 72 h. CD44 and
TRAIL staining was detected by flow cytometry. (D) WT or myr Akt overexpressing HCT116 cells
were treated with DMSO or 5 µM ONC201/TIC10 for 72 h. TRAIL staining was detected by flow
cytometry. Fold induction is the ratio of TRAIL fluorescence in ONC201/TIC10 and DMSO
treatment groups. * indicates p < 0.05.

of Akt, ERK and Foxo3a in response to ONC201/TIC10 treatment in sorted
Aldefluor(+) cells. ONC201/TIC10 treatment downregulated Akt and pERK in a
dose-dependent manner (Fig 2-9A). These changes were associated with
dephosphorylation of Foxo3a at the direct phosphorylation sites of Akt (S253) [192]
and ERK (S294) [193] (Fig 2-9A). We have previously shown that Akt and ERK
inhibition results in Foxo3a activation, translocation to the nucleus and TRAILinduction

[183].

Downregulation

of

pAkt,

pERK

and

a

corresponding

dephosphorylation of Foxo3a was also observed in xenograft tumors upon
ONC201/TIC10 treatment (Fig 2-10A). ONC201/TIC10 treatment also upregulated
the apoptosis markers clvd C8 and clvd PARP in the xenograft tumors (Fig 2-10A).
Next, we compared ONC201/TIC10-mediated signaling in CRCSCs and nonCRCSCs. ONC201/TIC10 reduced levels of Akt, pAkt, pERK, pS294 Foxo3a and
pS253 Foxo3a in both CRCSCs and non-CRCSCs (Fig 2-10B). Thus,
ONC201/TIC10 targets CRCSCs and non-CRCSCs via Akt/ERK inhibition and
Foxo3a activation. Upregulation of c-FLIP is one of the mechanisms of resistance
to TRAIL-based agents [49, 50]. We observed that ONC201/TIC10 decreased
levels of c-FLIP in both CRCSCs and non-CRCSCs (Fig 2-10B).
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Figure 2-10. ONC201/TIC10-mediated induction of surface TRAIL in CRCSCs involves
inhibition of Akt and ERK followed by Foxo3a activation. (A) ONC201/TIC10 inhibits Akt, ERK
and activates Foxo3a in CRCSCs. Sorted DLD1 Aldefluor(+) cells were subcutaneously injected
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into the right and left flank of athymic nude mice. Upon tumor formation, mice were administered
either vehicle or ONC201/TIC10 50 mg/kg (i.p.). Tumors were harvested after 72 h of treatment
and Western blot analysis was performed (B) Western blot analysis of sorted Aldefluor(+) (CRCSC)
and unsorted (non CRCSC) SW480 cells treated with DMSO or 5 µM ONC201/TIC10 for 72 h (C)
Parental (WT) or myristoylated- (myr-) Akt overexpressing HCT116 cells were treated with DMSO
or 5 µM ONC201/TIC10 for 72 h. CD44 staining was detected by flow cytometry. Fold depletion is
the ratio of % CD44(+) cells in DMSO and ONC201/TIC10 treatment groups. * indicates p < 0.02.
(D) WT or myr-Akt overexpressing HCT116 cells were treated with DMSO or 5 µM ONC201/TIC10
for 60 h. Aldefluor(+) cells were detected by flow cytometry. Fold depletion is the ratio of %
Aldefluor(+) cells in DMSO and ONC201/TIC10 treatment groups. * indicates p < 0.0005. (E) WT
or myr-Akt overexpressing HCT116 cells were treated with DMSO or 5 µM ONC201/TIC10 for 72
h. CD44 and TRAIL staining was detected by flow cytometry. Fold induction is the ratio of %
CD44(+)TRAIL(+) cells in ONC201/TIC10 and DMSO treatment groups. * indicates p < 0.05.

To confirm the importance of Akt inhibition in ONC201/TIC10-mediated antiCRCSC effects, we used HCT116 cells that overexpress myristoylated-Akt (myrAkt) (Fig 2-9B). In accordance with our previous findings, the fold induction of
TRAIL fluorescence by ONC201/TIC10 in the total population was significantly
reduced in myr-Akt cells as compared to wild-type (WT) cells (Fig 2-9D).
ONC201/TIC10-mediated inhibition of CD44(+) cells was overcome by
overexpression of myr Akt (Fig 2-10C). Fold depletion of CD44(+) and Aldefluor(+)
cells by ONC201/TIC10 was significantly reduced in myr-Akt cells as compared to
WT cells (Fig 2-10C and 2-10D). We also determined effects of myr-Akt
overexpression on ONC201/TIC10-mediated TRAIL-induction in CRCSCs. The
fold induction of CD44 and surface TRAIL dual positive cells by ONC201/TIC10
was significantly reduced in myr-Akt cells as compared WT (Fig 2-10E and 2-9C).
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Figure 2-11. Effect of DR5 and Foxo3 siRNA knockdown on ONC201/TIC10-mediated antiCRCSC effect. (A) Western blot validation of Foxo3a and DR5 siRNA knockdown (KD). (B) Foxo3a
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and DR5 siRNA rescue ONC201/TIC10-mediated CRCSC depletion. HCT116 cells transfected
with control (cont) or DR5 or Foxo3a siRNA were treated for 72 h with DMSO or 5 µM
ONC201/TIC10. CD44(+) cells were detected by flow cytometry. Fold depletion is the ratio of %
CD44(+) cells in DMSO and ONC201/TIC10 treatment groups. (C) Foxo3a and DR5 siRNA rescue
ONC201/TIC10-mediated colonosphere inhibition. HCT116 cells transfected with control or DR5 or
Foxo3a siRNA were plated for colonosphere formation in the presence of DMSO or 5 µM
ONC201/TIC10. Colonospheres (> 60 µm) were counted at 72 h. * indicates p < 0.05. (D)
Representative image (10X magnification) for HCT116 cells in (C). Each division on the scale is 10
µm.

To determine the precise role of Foxo3a in ONC201/TIC10-mediated anti-CRCSC
effects we performed siRNA-mediated knockdown of Foxo3a. Foxo3a knockdown
rescued ONC201/TIC10-mediated colonosphere inhibition and depletion of
CD44(+) cells (Fig 2-11). Thus, Akt/ERK inhibition and Foxo3a activation are
involved in TRAIL-dependent ONC201/TIC10-mediated anti-CRCSC effects.
Discussion
Our study describes a novel TRAIL-inducing small molecule ONC201/TIC10,
which targets both non-CRCSCs [183] and CRCSCs in colorectal cancer. We
observed that ONC201/TIC10 depletes multiple markers of CRCSCs in colorectal
cancer cell lines and xenograft tumors in mice. Thus, the effects of ONC201/TIC10
on CRCSCs are not limited to specific clones of CRCSCs. We tested the effects
of ONC201/TIC10 on CRCSC self-renewal in vitro and in vivo. Functional effects
of ONC201/TIC10 on CRCSC self-renewal were determined using colonosphere
assays. ONC201/TIC10 prevented sphere formation and growth of colorectal
cancer cells. Weekly dosing with ONC201/TIC10 prevented the growth and
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passage of xenograft tumors initiated with sorted CRCSCs without affecting the
body weight of mice. ONC201/TIC10-treatment also decreased xenograft tumor
initiation and was superior to 5-FU. ONC201/TIC10 induced surface TRAIL in
colorectal CRCSCs and non-CRCSCs. ONC201/TIC10-mediated TRAIL induction
was further confirmed in CRCSC-initiated xenograft tumors. The anti-CRCSC
effect was dependent on TRAIL induction, as a TRAIL-sequestering antibody
blocked the anti-CRCSC effect. ONC201/TIC10 also downregulates c-FLIP in both
CRCSCs and non-CRCSCs. We have previously reported that ONC201/TIC10
upregulates DR5 in tumor cells and disruption of the DR5 death domain decreases
ONC201/TIC10-mediated cell death [183]. ONC201/TIC10 significantly increased
cell surface DR5 in CRCSCs and non-CRCSCs. DR5 knockdown rescued
ONC201/TIC10-mediated anti-CRCSC effects indicating a DR5-TRAIL-dependent
mechanism. Thus, we provide conclusive evidence of the TRAIL-mediated antiCRCSC effect of small molecule ONC201/TIC10 using in vitro and in vivo models.
We have previously shown that combined inhibition of Akt and ERK is important
for TIC10-mediated TRAIL induction. Inhibition of both the Akt and ERK pathways
results in improved TRAIL induction compared to the inhibition of a single pathway
[183]. Akt and ERK activation results in the propagation of CSCs in colon [194,
195], prostate [196], brain [197-199], breast [200], lung tumors [201] and leukemia
[202]. Clearly, the Akt and ERK pathways serve as important targets in CSCs. In
the current study, we demonstrate that ONC201/TIC10 inhibits the Akt and ERK
pathways in sorted CRCSCs and non-CRCSCs. Overexpression of myristoylated
Akt prevented ONC201/TIC10-mediated depletion of CRCSCs and inhibited
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TRAIL-induction by ONC201/TIC10 in CRCSCs. Our data suggests that Akt and
ERK inhibition is important for TRAIL-dependent anti-CRCSC effects of
ONC201/TIC10. Our findings are in agreement with a report by Sunayama et al,
which demonstrated that combined inhibition of MEK/ERK and PI3K/Akt/mTOR
efficiently targets glioblastoma stem cells as compared to either strategy alone
[203]. The same group also identified Foxo3a as a key mediator of the ERK- and
Akt-mediated regulation of glioblastoma stem cells [204]. Our results show that
Foxo3a is activated in CRCSCs and non-CRCSCs upon inhibition of the Akt and
ERK pathways by ONC201/TIC10. ONC201/TIC10 activated Foxo3a by
preventing Foxo3a phosphorylation at Akt and ERK specific sites. In addition,
Foxo3a knockdown rescued ONC201/TIC10-mediated anti-CRCSC effects. Thus,
we provide conclusive evidence for the importance of Foxo3a in ONC201/TIC10mediated anti-CRCSC effects.
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CHAPTER 3: Small molecule prodigiosin restores p53 tumor
suppressor activity in chemoresistant colorectal cancer stem
cells via c-Jun-mediated ΔNp73 inhibition and p73 activation
Introduction
This text and figures in this chapter have been adapted from Prabhu et al, 2016
[187]. Inactivation of the p53 tumor suppressor is a key event in CRC and
correlates with the transition from benign adenoma to malignant carcinoma [205].
p53 elicits its tumor suppressive effects through target genes that mediate cell
cycle arrest, senescence or apoptosis in response to various cellular stresses
[206]. Loss of p53 function via mutation or allelic loss also contributes to resistance
to chemotherapy [205, 207]. Even in tumors with wild-type p53, the p53 pathway
is inactivated via p53 post-translational modification, MDM2 overexpression or Bax
mutation [28, 208]. p53 pathway restoration is a potentially safe and potent
approach for anti-cancer therapy. Several strategies have been explored to restore
the p53 pathway in cancer cells such as adenoviral p53, MDM2 inhibition and
mutant p53 conformation modification [206].
p73 is a member of the p53 family of transcription factors and has a high degree
of homology in the DNA binding domain with p53 [209]. p53 and p73 share several
common target genes, however, p73 is also known to activate p53-independent
target genes [210]. In contrast to p53, p73 is rarely mutated in CRC [211].
Additionally, p73 elicits a p53-like tumor suppressive effect. Thus, p73 activation
is an attractive alternative approach for p53 pathway restoration in tumors with
wild-type and mutant p53. p73 activating small molecules are potent anti-tumor
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agents in vitro and in vivo [93-95]. The p73 gene undergoes alternative mRNA
splicing generating various isoforms with opposing effects. The oncogenic Nterminally truncated isoform ΔNp73 is a dominant negative inhibitor of p73 and p53
[212-214]. ΔNp73 levels correlate with poor overall survival in colorectal cancer
patients [215]. p73 transcriptional activity and tumor suppression is also blocked
by mutant p53 binding [216, 217]. Clearly, it is important to identify approaches
that activate p73-mediated tumor suppression and also prevent oncogenic
mechanisms that block p73 activity. c-Jun, a member of the AP-1 family of
transcription factors also regulates the induction of p73 and degradation of ΔNp73
in response to cellular stress [218, 219]. Thus, c-Jun activation maybe an attractive
approach for p53 pathway restoration via p73.
Recent evidence suggests that regulation of stem cell self-renewal and
differentiation is an important aspect of the tumor suppressive role of p53. Loss of
p53 function correlates with poor tumor differentiation and enrichment of the stem
cell phenotype [28]. Small molecule-mediated p53 pathway restoration has been
shown to target the tumor stem cell population [178, 180]. p73 is an important
regulator of neural stem cell maintenance and differentiation [220-222]. Induced
pluripotent cell generation efficiency is improved by ΔNp73 [223]. Low expression
of p73 correlated with cisplatin resistance of glioblastoma stem cells and p73
overexpression increased cisplatin-mediated apoptosis in glioblastoma stem cells
[224]. However, the effects of p73 restoring small molecules on tumor stem cells
remain unknown.
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In a p53-responsive luciferase reporter-based high throughput screen in mutant
p53 expressing colorectal cancer cells [94], we recently identified small molecule
prodigiosin as a potent p53 pathway restoring agent. Prodigiosin mediated p53
pathway restoration in vitro and in vivo involved p73 activation and disruption of
the mutant p53-p73 interaction [225]. We hypothesized that prodigiosin-mediated
p53 pathway restoration via p73 targets both bulk tumor cells and therapy-resistant
CRCSCs. In the current study we explored whether the potent anti-tumor effects
of prodigiosin in CRC involve targeting of CRCSC self-renewal. Prodigiosin
prevented the self-renewal of 5-FU-resistant CRCSCs in vitro and in vivo.
Mechanistically, prodigiosin-mediated targeting of CRCSCs involved p53 pathway
restoration via c-Jun-mediated activation of p73 and inhibition of ΔNp73.
Materials and Methods
Cell culture and Reagents
All CRC cell lines were obtained from the American Type Culture Collection.
SW480, DLD1, HCT116 cells expressing a p53 responsive luciferase reporter
were generated in our laboratory in 2003 [94]. SW480 and DLD1 p53 reporter cells
with stable p73 knockdown (KD) were previously established in our laboratory in
2012-2013 [225, 226]. Cells were authenticated every month by bioluminescence,
growth and morphological observation. Cells in adherent culture were maintained
in McCoy’s 5A or Dulbecco’s modified eagle medium containing fetal bovine serum
and penicillin-streptomycin (Invitrogen) at 37°C in 5% CO2. Prodigiosin was
obtained from the NCI/DTP Open Chemical Repository and 5-FU was ordered
from Sigma. Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO, Fisher, Hampton, NH) was used as the
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vehicle. c-Jun siRNA was obtained from Santa Cruz Biotechnology and ΔNp73
overexpression plasmid was obtained from OriGene, Rockville, MD. Transient
plasmid transfection was performed with Lipofectamine 2000 and siRNA
transfection was performed with Lipofectamine RNAiMAX (Invitrogen) as
previously described [182]. Nuclear-cytoplasmic fractionation was performed with
the NE-PER™ Nuclear and Cytoplasmic Extraction Reagent (Life Technologies).
Aldefluor assay
The Aldefluor assay was performed according to the manufacturer’s protocol
(ALDEFLUOR Kit, STEMCELL Technologies). Cells resuspended with Aldefluor
DEAB reagent, an inhibitor of Aldefluor activity, served as a negative control.
Aldefluor positive cells (Aldefluor(+)) and Aldefluor negative cells (Aldefluor(-))
were detected by flow cytometry as previously described [182].
Fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS)
FACS sorting was performed with the Becton-Dickinson FACSAria SORP Cell
Sorter at the Penn State Hershey flow cytometry core. Aldefluor(+) and Aldefluor() cells were gated as per the DEAB negative control and sorted cells (99% purity)
were collected in media. Aldefluor(+) cells were maintained under non-adherent
conditions and Aldefluor(-) cells were grown in adherent culture [182].
Colonosphere culture
Colonospheres were grown under non-adherent growth conditions using the
MammoCult™ Human Medium (STEMCELL Technologies) in Ultra Low
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attachment plates (Corning) as per the manufacturer’s protocol. Cells (100020,000 per well) were seeded in MammoCult medium containing DMSO or
prodigiosin. Colonospheres of size > 60 µm were counted and imaged 3-7 days
after seeding. Medium was changed every 3-7 days to maintain Aldefluor(+) cells
in culture [182].
Holoclone assay, cell viability and Sub-G1 analysis
For the holoclone assay, cells treated with DMSO or prodigiosin were counted
using trypan blue and viable cells were passaged at various clonal densities (505000 cells). Colony formation was determined by crystal violet staining upon
passage [153]. Cell viability was determined using the CellTitre-Glo reagent
(Promega, Madison, WI) as per the manufacturer’s protocol and bioluminescence
imaging with IVIS imaging system (Xenogen, Cranbury, NJ) [225]. For Sub-G1
analysis, cells were treated, trypsinized, ethanol-fixed, stained with propidium
iodide (Sigma) and analyzed by flow cytometry as previously described [94].
Xenograft and passage studies
All animal experiments were performed as per approved protocols of the
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at the Penn State Hershey Medical
Center. Athymic nu/nu mice (Charles River Laboratories, 4- to 6-week-old female)
were used for subcutaneous xenografts. Cells (1-2 million cells per injection) were
subcutaneously injected as a suspension (1:1 in Matrigel (BD) and PBS) into the
right and left flank of the mice. Prodigiosin treatment was started when the tumors
reached a detectable volume (~125 mm3). Mice were administered three doses of
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DMSO or prodigiosin (5 mg/kg, i.p.) at 5 or 7 day intervals. Tumor growth and body
weight was monitored until the endpoint and tumor volume was calculated as
((length+width)/2)3.
For the passage experiment, harvested tumors were digested with Collagenase
type 3 (Worthington, 155 units/ml) in sterile RPMI (Mediatech, Inc, Herndon, VA,
serum- and antibiotic-free). After digestion tumor cells were passed through a 100
µm filter and re-injected into mice as described above (1 million viable cells).
Hematoxylin and eosin staining and Immunohistochemistry
Hematoxylin and eosin staining (H&E) was performed as described previously
[225]. H&E staining of paraffin-embedded tumor and tissue sections was
performed at the Penn State Hershey Medical Center Histology Core Facility.
Immunohistochemistry for CD44 (Cell Signaling, #3570) was performed as
previously described [182].
Serum chemistry analysis
Serum chemistry analysis for electrolytes, alkaline phosphatase, creatinine,
albumin, and blood urea nitrogen was performed at the Penn State Hershey
Comparative Medicine Diagnostic Laboratory. Mice were administered two doses
of DMSO or prodigiosin (5 mg/kg, i.p.) at a 3 day interval. Blood was harvested by
terminal cardiac puncture from anesthetized mice. Blood was allowed to clot at
room temperature, centrifuged and the serum obtained was submitted for analysis.
p53-responsive luciferase reporter assay
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Bioluminescence imaging of the p53-responsive luciferase reporter expressing
cells was performed in vitro and in vivo as previously described [94, 225]. The IVIS
imaging system (Xenogen) was used to detect luciferase activity. Imaging was
performed 4-12 h after prodigiosin treatment of cells or mice with xenograft tumors.
Prior to imaging cells or mice (i.p.) were treated with D-luciferin (Gold
Biotechnology). Imaging was performed 5 minutes following treatment with Dluciferin.
Western blot
Western blotting was performed as described previously [225]. The following
antibodies were used: p73 (Imgenex, #IMG-246 and Bethyl, Montgomery, TX,
#A300-126A), ΔNp73 (Imgenex, #IMG-313A), c-Jun (BD), phospho c-Jun (Cell
Signaling), GAPDH (Sigma, #G8795), Lamin (Cell Signaling, #2032) p21
(Calbiochem, #OP64), Jagged-1 (Cell Signaling), cleaved caspase-8 (Cell
Signaling, #9496), cleaved PARP (Cell Signaling, #9546), CD44 (Cell Signaling,
#3570), ALDH (BD, #611194), ID1 (Santa Cruz, #sc-488), ID3 (Santa Cruz, #sc490), E-Cadherin (Cell Signaling), Actin (Sigma, #A5441) and Ran (BD
Biosciences, #610340)..
Statistical analysis
Results are presented as the mean ± standard deviation (or standard error of
mean) of data from three or more replicates/experiments. Data was not
collected/analyzed in a blinded manner. The Student’s two-tailed t-test in Excel
(Microsoft) was used for pairwise analysis. Statistically significant changes (*) are
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indicated in the figures with p-values. * indicates p < 0.05 as compared to
control/DMSO unless otherwise specified.
Results
Prodigiosin reduces colonosphere, holoclone formation of multiple CRC cell
lines and downregulates CRCSC markers
Colonosphere culture enriches for CRCSC markers compared to adherent culture
and represents a functional in vitro model for studying CRC self-renewal [191]. We
observed that colonosphere culture enriches for Aldefluor(+) CRCSCs compared
to adherent culture (Fig 3-1A). To determine whether prodigiosin targets CRC selfrenewal in vitro we tested the effects of prodigiosin on colonosphere formation.
Prodigiosin significantly reduced colonosphere formation of SW480, SW620,
HCT116 and DLD1 cells in a dose-dependent manner (Fig 3-2A). In DLD1 cells,
colonospheres that formed in the presence of prodigiosin were smaller in size as
compared to DMSO (Fig 3-2B). Also, colonospheres formed in the presence of
prodigiosin were smaller than those formed with first line CRC chemotherapeutic
agent 5-FU (Fig 3-2C) [188]. The doses of 5-FU and prodigiosin tested were
comparable in terms of their effects on cell viability (Fig 3-1B). Sub-G1 analysis
indicated that prodigiosin induced cell death in cells grown as colonospheres (Fig
3-2D). Holoclone formation is a clonogenic assay that has been used to study
cancer stem cell properties [153]. To further test the effects of prodigiosin on CRC
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self-renewal we examined holoclone formation upon prodigiosin treatment. DLD1
and RKO cells were treated
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Figure 3-1. Prodigiosin targets CRCSC self-renewal in vitro. (A) Colonosphere culture enriches
for CRCSCs. DLD1 and SW480 cells grown in adherent culture or colonosphere culture were
harvested and Aldefluor(+) cells were detected by flow cytometry (B) Equivalent doses of
Prodigiosin and 5-FU in terms of effects on cell viability. HCT116 cells were plated, treated with
DMSO or an indicated dose of Prodigiosin or 5-FU and cell viability was determined at 48 h with
CellTitre glow. (C) Prodigiosin prevents holoclone formation of CRC cells. RKO and DLD1 cells
were treated with DMSO or 1 µM Prodigiosin (Pro) for 48-72 h, viable cells were passaged at
indicated cell numbers and colony formation was determined by crystal violet staining. (D) Postsort validation of sorted Aldefluor(+) and unsorted SW480 cells. Sorted Aldefluor(+) and unsorted
SW480 cells were maintained for 4 weeks in culture. Aldefluor(+) cells were maintained as
colonosphere cultures while unsorted cells were maintained in adherent culture. Aldefluor(+) cells
were detected by flow cytometry. (E) Prodigiosin prevents colonosphere formation despite removal
from media after 12-24 hour treatment. SW480 Aldefluor(+) cells were plated for colonosphere
formation in presence of DMSO or 0.5 µM Pro. The medium was replaced after 12-24 h and
colonospheres (> 60 µm) were counted after 3 days. * indicates p < 0.004. (F) SW480 Aldefluor(+)
cells were plated for colonosphere formation in the presence of DMSO or indicated doses of
prodigiosin. Colonospheres (> 60 µm) were counted after 3-6 days. * indicates p < 0.006.

with DMSO or prodigiosin and viable cells were re-plated at various clonogenic
densities. Prodigiosin reduced holoclone formation in both CRC cell lines tested
(Fig 3-1C). We also tested the effects of Prodigiosin on the CRCSC markers ALDH
[12], CD44 [10], ID1, ID3 [34] and EMT marker E-Cadherin [227]. ALDH, CD44,
ID3 and E-Cadherin levels were reduced in colonospheres formed upon in vitro
passage of DLD1 cells treated with Prodigiosin (Fig 3-2E). Thus, prodigiosin
targets the self-renewal properties of CRC cells in vitro.
Prodigiosin decreases colonosphere formation, downregulates self-renewal
markers and reduces the viability of 5-FU-resistant Aldefluor(+) CRCSCs
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Figure 3-2. Prodigiosin reduces colonosphere formation and downregulates self-renewal
markers. (A) Prodigiosin decreases colonosphere formation in a dose-dependent manner. SW480,
SW620, HCT116 and DLD1 cells were plated for colonosphere formation in the presence of DMSO
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or 0.5/1/2.5 µM prodigiosin (Pro). Colonospheres (> 60 µm) were counted after 3-4 days. * indicates
p < 0.05. (B) Prodigiosin reduces colonosphere growth. Representative image (20X magnification)
for DLD1 cells in (A). Each division on the scale is 10 µm. (C) Prodigiosin prevents the growth of
colonospheres but not 5-FU. DLD1 cells were plated for colonosphere formation in the presence of
DMSO or 20/40 µM 5-FU or 0.25/0.5/1 µM Pro. Colonospheres (> 60 µm) were imaged (10X
magnification) after 6 days. Each division on the scale is 10 µm. (D) Prodigiosin induces cell death
in colonospheres. DLD1 cells were plated for colonosphere formation in the presence of DMSO or
0.5/1 µM Pro, harvested after 4 days and cell death was determined by Sub-G1 analysis. * indicates
p < 0.02. (E) Prodigiosin downregulates self-renewal markers. DLD1 cells were treated with DMSO
or 1 µM Pro for 24 h, viable cells were replated in colonosphere culture for 24 h and Western blot
analysis was performed for ALDH, CD44, ID3, E-Cadherin and Actin.

To test the effects of prodigiosin specifically on CRCSCs we used a marker-based
approach by sorting for Aldefluor(+) cells [12]. Post-sort validation showed that
FACS sorting highly enriched for Aldefluor(+) cells compared to unsorted cells (Fig
3-1D). Prodigiosin significantly reduced colonosphere formation of HCT116 and
SW480 Aldefluor(+) cells (Fig 3-3A and 3-1F). 5-FU could not reduce
colonosphere formation of Aldefluor(+) cells while prodigiosin decreased
colonosphere formation at equivalent doses in terms of effects on cell viability (Fig
3-3C and 3-1B). In earlier experiments, colonosphere formation was assessed in
medium containing prodigiosin for 3-6 days. To determine whether prodigiosin can
reduce colonosphere formation with shorter treatments, cells were treated for 12
and 24 h with prodigiosin and examined for colonosphere formation. Prodigiosin
significantly decreased colonosphere formation even with the shorter treatments
tested (Fig 3-1E). CD44, ID1, ID3 and E-Cadherin levels were reduced upon
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Prodigiosin treatment of Aldefluor(+) cells but not with 5-FU treatment (Fig 3-3B).
Thus, prodigiosin targets CRCSC self-renewal in vitro.
Cell viability analysis was performed to compare the effects of prodigiosin and 5FU on CRCSCs and non-CRCSCs. Prodigiosin reduced the viability of 5-FU-

Figure 3-3. Prodigiosin decreases colonosphere formation, downregulates CRCSC markers
and reduces the viability of 5-FU-resistant Aldefluor(+) CRCSCs. (A) Prodigiosin decreases
colonosphere formation of Aldefluor(+) cells in a dose-dependent manner. HCT116 Aldefluor(+)
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cells were plated for colonosphere formation in the presence of DMSO or indicated doses of
prodigiosin. Colonospheres (> 60 µm) were counted after 3-6 days. * indicates p < 0.006. (B)
Prodigiosin downregulates CRCSC markers. DLD1 Aldefluor(+) cells were plated in colonosphere
culture in the presence of DMSO or 1 µM Pro or 100 µM 5-FU for 24 h. Western blot analysis was
performed for CD44, E-Cadherin, ID1, ID3 and Ran. (C) Prodigiosin (Pro) reduces colonosphere
formation of 5-FU-resistant Aldefluor(+) cells. HCT116 Aldefluor(+) cells were plated for
colonosphere formation in the presence of DMSO or 0.5 µM Pro or 40 µM 5-FU. Colonospheres (>
60 µm) were counted after 6 days. * indicates p < 0.05. (D) Prodigiosin decreases the viability of 5FU-resistant Aldefluor(+) cells. SW480 Aldefluor(+) cells were plated and treated with DMSO or
increasing doses of Pro (0.05-3.2 µM) or 5-FU (5-320 µM) for 60 h. Cell viability was determined
using CellTitre glow by bioluminescence imaging. (E) Prodigiosin decreases the viability of both
CRCSCs and non-CRCSCs. Sorted SW480 Aldefluor(+) and unsorted cells were plated, treated
with DMSO or indicated doses of Pro or 5-FU for 60 h and cell viability was determined.

resistant Aldefluor(+) CRCSCs in a dose-dependent manner (Fig 3-3D).
Interestingly, prodigiosin reduced the viability of both Aldefluor(+) and unsorted
cells while 5-FU reduced the viability of only unsorted cells (Fig 3-3E). 5-FU
treatment seemed to induce proliferation of sorted CRCSCs. This is consistent with
literature reports that 5-FU treatment promotes a stem cell phenotype and
increases colonosphere formation of

chemoresistant cells

[228]. Thus,

chemotherapy can target only bulk tumor cells while prodigiosin targets both
CRCSCs and bulk tumor cells.
Prodigiosin prevents Aldefluor(+) CRCSC-initiated xenograft tumor growth
and passage without toxic effects.
We tested the effects of prodigiosin on CRCSCs in vivo using a CRCSC-initiated
xenograft tumor model. Athymic nude mice with xenograft tumors initiated with
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Figure 3-4. Prodigiosin prevents Aldefluor(+) CRCSC-initiated xenograft tumor growth and
passage without toxic effects. (A) Prodigiosin prevents SW480 Aldefluor(+) CRCSC-mediated
xenograft tumor growth. SW480 Aldefluor(+) cells were injected subcutaneously into the right and
left flanks of athymic nude mice. Mice were administered either DMSO or prodigiosin (Pro) 5 mg/kg
(i.p.) (n = 5 mice per group) upon tumor formation. Doses (indicated by triangle) were administered
post-tumor implantation on day 11, 16 and 22. * indicates p < 0.05 as compared to corresponding
Pro tumor volume. (B) Prodigiosin decreases DLD1 Aldefluor(+) CRCSC-mediated xenograft tumor
growth. DLD1 Aldefluor(+) cells were injected subcutaneously into the flanks of athymic nude mice.
Upon tumor formation, mice were administered DMSO or Pro 5 mg/kg (i.p.) (n = 5 mice per group)
on day 7, 14 and 21 post-tumor implantation. Representative image is shown. (C) Aldefluor(+)
CRCSC-initiated tumors can be passaged in vivo. Sorted DLD1 Aldefluor(+) (Ald(+)) and Aldefluor() (Ald(-)) cells (1 million cells per injection) were subcutaneously injected into the right and left flank
respectively of athymic nude mice. Single cells from initial tumors were re-injected into mice to
determine tumor formation at Day 20 post tumor implantation. Representative image for tumor
formation upon passage is shown. (D) Prodigiosin prevents in vivo passage of Aldefluor(+)
CRCSC-initiated tumors. Single cells from initial tumors in (B) were re-injected into mice to
determine tumor formation. 1 million viable cells were used for each passage injection. Tumor
formation was determined at Day 20 post tumor implantation. (E) H&E staining of initial and
passaged tumors from (B) and (D). (F) H&E staining of liver, kidney, heart, spleen, lung and
gastrointestinal tract (GI) from athymic nude mice treated with two doses of Pro (5 mg/kg) at a three
day interval. Tissues were obtained three days after the second dose.

Aldefluor(+) cells were treated with three doses of prodigiosin every 5-7 days. The
optimal in vivo dose of prodigiosin for anti-tumor effects was determined previously
[225]. Prodigiosin significantly reduced SW480 and DLD1 Aldefluor(+) CRCSCinitiated xenograft tumor growth (Fig 3-4A and 3-4B, Fig 3-5A and 3-5B). Tumor
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Figure 3-5. Prodigiosin targets CRCSC self-renewal in vivo. (A) Prodigiosin prevents SW480
Aldefluor(+) CRCSC-mediated xenograft tumor growth. SW480 Aldefluor(+) cells were injected
subcutaneously into the right and left flank of athymic nude mice. Mice were administered either
DMSO or Prodigiosin (Pro) 5 mg/kg (i.p.) (N = 5 per group) upon tumor formation. Doses were
administered post-tumor implantation on day 11, 16 and 22. Representative image is shown. (B)
Prodigiosin decreases DLD1 Aldefluor(+) CRCSC-mediated xenograft tumor growth. DLD1
Aldefluor(+) cells were injected subcutaneously into the flanks of athymic nude mice. Upon tumor
formation, mice were administered DMSO or Pro 5 mg/kg (i.p.) (N = 5 per group) on day 7, 14 and
21 post-tumor implantation (indicated by triangle). * indicates p < 0.04 as compared to
corresponding control tumor volume. (C) Tumors formed upon in vivo passage of DMSO or
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Prodigiosin treated Aldefluor(+) CRCSC-initiated tumors. Single cells from initial tumors in (B) were
re-injected into mice to determine tumor formation. 1 million viable cells were used for each
passage injection. Tumors formed upon passage were imaged at Day 20 post tumor implantation.
(D) Immunohistochemistry analysis of harvested passaged tumors from (C) for CD44.

growth did not resume even in the absence of continued prodigiosin treatment
indicating an effect on self-renewing CRCSCs (Fig 3-4A).
To validate the CRCSC marker used in our study, we performed an in vivo passage
assay of xenograft tumor formation with Aldefluor(+) and Aldefluor(-) cells. Upon
initial injection of a million cells both Aldefluor(+) and Aldefluor(-) cells formed
subcutaneous xenograft tumors in athymic nude mice (data not shown). However,
upon passage of viable cells from the initial tumors into mice we observed that only
Aldefluor(+) cells formed tumors (Fig 3-4C). Thus, Aldefluor(+) cells represent the
CRCSC population in vivo.
Next, we tested whether prodigiosin could prevent Aldefluor(+) CRCSC in vivo
passage. Viable cells from DMSO and prodigiosin treated DLD1 Aldefluor(+)
CRCSC-initiated tumors were re-injected into mice (in the absence of DMSO or
prodigiosin treatment). DMSO treated tumor cells formed 6 tumors in 6 injections
while prodigiosin treated tumor cells formed 2 tumors in 6 injections (Fig 3-4D).
The tumors that formed with prodigiosin treated cells were smaller than those
formed with DMSO treated cells (Fig 3-5C). Also, the tumor cell density was
decreased in tumors that formed with prodigiosin treated cells compared to tumors
formed with DMSO treated cells (Fig 3-4E). CD44 expression was reduced in
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Figure 3-6. Prodigiosin is non-toxic at the therapeutic dose in vivo. (A) and (B) Prodigiosin
does not affect body weight of mice at the therapeutic dose. Athymic nude mice (Fig 3-4A and 35B) were administered three doses (indicated by triangle) of DMSO or prodigiosin (Pro) 5 mg/kg
(i.p.) (N = 5 per group) at 5-7 day intervals and body weight was monitored. (C) Serum chemistry
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analysis of Prodigiosin treated mice indicates lack of toxic effects at the therapeutic dose. Athymic
nude mice treated with two doses of Pro (5 mg/kg) at a three day interval. Blood was obtained three
days after the second dose and serum was analyzed for levels of electrolytes (sodium, potassium
and chloride), alkaline phosphatase, creatinine, albumin, and blood urea nitrogen.

prodigiosin treated passaged tumors compared to DMSO treatment (Fig 3-5D).
Thus, prodigiosin targets CRCSC self-renewal in vivo.
To determine the safety profile of prodigiosin in mice we monitored body weight,
performed serum chemistry analysis and examined normal tissue histology.
Prodigiosin treatment did not result in significant changes in the body weight of
athymic nude mice (Fig 3-6A and 3-6B). We did not observe any changes in liver,
kidney, heart, spleen, lung and gastrointestinal tract histology in prodigiosin treated
mice compared to DMSO treated mice (Fig 3-4F). Serum chemistry analysis for
selected markers such as electrolytes (sodium, potassium and chloride), alkaline
phosphatase, creatinine, albumin, and blood urea nitrogen revealed no significant
changes except a significant decrease in alkaline phosphatase upon prodigiosin
treatment (Fig 3-6C). Thus, we observed an apparent lack of toxicity in mice
treated with the therapeutic dose of prodigiosin.
Prodigiosin restores the p53 pathway in CRCSCs in vitro and in vivo
To determine the mechanism of prodigiosin-mediated anti-CRCSC effects we
examined whether prodigiosin can restore the p53 pathway in CRCSCs. We have
previously demonstrated that prodigiosin restores the p53 pathway in CRC cells
[225]. Using p53-responsive luciferase reporter expressing CRC cells [94] we
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determined prodigiosin mediated effects on p53 pathway transcription in
colonospheres, Aldefluor(+) cells and Aldefluor(+) CRCSC-initiated xenograft
tumors. Prodigiosin induced p53-responsive luciferase reporter activity in DLD1
colonospheres (Fig 3-7A and 3-8A) at various doses. The observed increase in
reporter activity was not due to a difference in the number of colonospheres (Fig
3-8A). Prodigiosin significantly restored p53 pathway transcription in SW480
Aldefluor(+) cells in vitro at various doses and time points tested (Fig 3-7B and 37C). We also observed prodigiosin-mediated p53 pathway restoration in vivo in

Figure 3-7. Prodigiosin restores the p53 pathway in CRCSCs in vitro and in vivo. (A)
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Prodigiosin restores the p53 pathway in colonospheres. DLD1 cells expressing the p53-responsive
luciferase reporter were plated for colonosphere formation. Colonospheres were treated with
DMSO or indicated doses of prodigiosin (Pro) for 4 h and luciferase reporter activity was measured.
(B) Prodigiosin restores the p53 pathway in CRCSCs in vitro. SW480 Aldefluor(+) cells expressing
the p53-responsive luciferase reporter were plated, treated with DMSO or indicated doses of Pro
for 8 h and luciferase reporter activity was measured. (C) Prodigiosin activates the p53-responsive
luciferase reporter and reduces CRCSC viability in vitro. SW480 Aldefluor(+) cells expressing the
p53-responsive luciferase reporter were plated and treated with DMSO or 1 µM Pro. Luciferase
reporter activity and cell viability was measured at the indicated time-points. (D) Prodigiosin
restores the p53 pathway in CRCSC-initiated xenograft tumors. SW480 Aldefluor(+) cells were
injected subcutaneously into the flanks of athymic nude mice. Upon tumor formation, mice were
administered DMSO or Pro 5 mg/kg (i.p.) and luciferase reporter activity was measured after 12 h.

xenograft tumors initiated with Aldefluor(+) cells (Fig 3-7D). Thus, prodigiosin is a
potent p53 pathway restoring agent in CRCSCs.
Prodigiosin-mediated anti-CRCSC effect involves p53 pathway restoration
via p73.
Prodigiosin induced cell death in colonospheres (Fig 3-2D) and reduced the
viability of CRCSCs (Fig 3-3D). Western blot analysis revealed that Prodigiosin
induced the markers of cell death cleaved PARP and cleaved caspase-8 in
CRCSCs (Fig 3-9A). Time-course analysis of prodigiosin-mediated effects on cell
viability, cell death and p53 pathway restoration indicated that prodigiosinmediated p53 pathway restoration was followed by a reduction in cell viability and
an increase in cell death (Fig 3-7C and 3-9A). Prodigiosin-mediated inhibition of
holoclone (Fig 3-1C) and colonosphere formation (Fig 3-2A) was observed in p53
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wild-type (HCT116, RKO) and p53 mutant (DLD1, SW480, SW620) cells. Also,
p53 loss did not abrogate prodigiosin-mediated inhibition of colonosphere
formation in HCT116 cells (Fig 3-8B). These results indicate that prodigiosinmediated CRCSC cell death and inhibition of self-renewal involves p53 pathway
restoration

and

is

independent

of

CRC

p53

status.
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Figure 3-8. Prodigiosin-mediated anti-CRCSC effect involves restoration of p53 pathway
transcription via p73. (A) Prodigiosin restores the p53 pathway in colonospheres. DLD1 cells
expressing the p53-responsive luciferase reporter were plated for colonosphere formation.
Colonospheres were treated with DMSO or indicated doses of prodigiosin (Pro) for 4 h and
luciferase reporter activity was measured using bioluminescence imaging. The number of
colonospheres formed in the wells for each group was counted prior to treatment. (B) Prodigiosin
mediated colonosphere inhibition is independent of the p53 status of cells. HCT116 wt and p53 null
(-/-) cells were plated for colonosphere formation in the presence of DMSO or 0.5 µM Pro.
Colonospheres (> 60 µm) were counted after 3 days. (C) Prodigiosin-mediated colonosphere
inhibition is rescued partially upon p73 knockdown. SW480 wt and p73 knockdown (KD) cells were
plated for colonosphere formation in the presence of DMSO or 0.5 µM Pro. Colonospheres (> 60
µm) were counted after 4 days. * indicates p < 0.05 for comparison of Pro groups. (D) Western blot
comparing p73 and ΔNp73 levels in SW480 and DLD1 cells.

We have previously shown that Prodigiosin-mediated p53 pathway restoration in
CRC cells involves p73 activation [225]. To confirm the mechanism of prodigiosinmediated p53 pathway transcriptional activation in CRCSCs we examined the
protein levels of p73 and its target genes. Prodigiosin upregulated the levels of p73
and p53/p73 common target gene p21 in Aldefluor(+) cells (Fig 3-9A). We also
observed that prodigiosin elevated the levels of Jagged-1 (Fig 3-9A), a p53independent p73 target gene [210]. Prodigiosin-mediated p21 induction was
reduced upon p73 knockdown (Fig 3-9B). Clearly, prodigiosin-mediated p53
pathway restoration is p73 dependent. To further confirm that the prodigiosinmediated anti-CRCSC effect is dependent on p73 we used p73 knockdown CRC
cells. Knockdown of p73 significantly reduced prodigiosin-mediated colonosphere
inhibition in DLD1 and SW480 cells (Fig 3-9C and D, Fig 3-8C). Thus, prodigiosin-
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mediated cell death and inhibition of self-renewal involve p53 pathway restoration
via

p73

activation.

Figure 3-9. Prodigiosin-mediated anti-CRCSC effect involves p53 pathway restoration via
p73. (A) Prodigiosin activates p73, its target genes and cell death in CRCSCs in vitro. SW480
Aldefluor(+) cells were treated with DMSO or 1 µM prodigiosin (Pro) for indicated time-points or
with indicated doses of prodigiosin for 24 h. Western blot analysis was performed for p73, p21,
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Jagged-1 (Jag1), cleaved (clvd) caspase-8 (C8), cleaved PARP, and Ran. (B) Prodigiosinmediated p53 pathway restoration is p73-dependent. DLD1 wild-type (wt) and stable p73
knockdown (KD) cells were treated with DMSO or 1 µM Pro for 12 h. Western blot analysis was
performed for p73, p21 and β-actin (Actin). (C) Prodigiosin-mediated colonosphere inhibition is p73dependent. SW480 wt and p73 KD cells (Western blot validation shown) were plated for
colonosphere formation in the presence of DMSO or 0.5 µM prodigiosin. Colonospheres (> 60 µm)
were counted after 4 days. * indicates p < 0.05. (D) Prodigiosin-mediated colonosphere inhibition
is p73-dependent. DLD1 wt and p73 KD cells were plated for colonosphere formation in the
presence of DMSO or 1 µM Pro. Colonospheres (> 60 µm) were imaged (10X magnification) after
3 days. Each division on the scale is 10 µm.

Prodigiosin-mediated p53 pathway restoration, cell death and anti-CRCSC
effect involves inhibition of ΔNp73.
Previously, we have reported that prodigiosin further potentiates the effects of p73
activation via disruption of mutant p53 mediated inhibition of p73 [225]. Prodigiosin
also reduced the levels of the oncogenic isoform ΔNp73 (Fig 3-10A) known to
inhibit the effects of p73 and p53 [213, 214]. Interestingly, SW480 cells expressed
lower endogenous ΔNp73 levels as compared to DLD1 cells (Fig 3-8D).
Accordingly, IC50 for Prodigiosin in SW480 cells was lower compared to DLD1
cells [225]. Prodigiosin-mediated inhibition of SW480 colonospheres was greater
than that observed with DLD1 colonospheres (Fig 3-2A). In addition, SW480
Aldefluor(+) xenograft tumors were more sensitive to anti-tumor effects of
Prodigiosin compared to DLD1 Aldefluor(+) tumors (Fig 3-4A and 3-5B). Together,
the data indicates that ΔNp73 levels can help predict sensitivity to prodigiosin.
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Figure 3-10. Prodigiosin-mediated p53 pathway restoration, cell death and anti-CRCSC
effects involve c-Jun activation and inhibition of ΔNp73. (A) Prodigiosin downregulates ΔNp73
in CRCSCs in vitro. SW480 Aldefluor(+) cells were treated with DMSO or indicated doses of
prodigiosin (Pro) for 24 h. Western blot analysis was performed for ΔNp73 and Ran. (B) ΔNp73
overexpression reduces Prodigiosin-mediated cell death. HCT116 cells were transfected with
control (cont) or ΔNp73 overexpression (ovexp) plasmids (Western blot validation shown) and
treated with DMSO or 1 µM Prodigiosin for 48 h. Cell death was determined by Sub-G1 analysis. *
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indicates p < 0.003. (C) Prodigiosin activates c-Jun in CRCSCs in vitro. SW480 Aldefluor(+) cells
were treated with DMSO or 1 µM prodigiosin (Pro) for indicated time-points or with indicated doses
of prodigiosin for 24 h. Western blot analysis was performed for c-Jun, phospho (p)-c-Jun and Ran.
(D) c-Jun knockdown reduces prodigiosin-mediated p73 activation and ΔNp73 inhibition. HCT116
cells were transfected with siRNA control (sic) or c-Jun siRNA (si1 and si2) (Western blot validation
shown) and treated with DMSO (D) or 1 µM prodigiosin (P) for 12 h. Western blot analysis was
performed for p73, ΔNp73 and Ran. (E) ΔNp73 overexpression reduces Prodigiosin-mediated
colonosphere inhibition. DLD1 cells were transfected with control (cont) or ΔNp73 overexpression
(ovexp) plasmids and plated for colonosphere formation in the presence of DMSO or 0.5 µM Pro.
Colonospheres (> 60 µm) were imaged (20X magnification) after 2 days. Each division on the scale
is 10 µm.

To conclusively demonstrate the importance of ΔNp73 downregulation to the
overall anti-cancer efficacy of prodigiosin, we explored the effect of ΔNp73
overexpression on prodigiosin-mediated p53 pathway restoration, cell death and
anti-CRCSC effects. ΔNp73 overexpression significantly reduced prodigiosin
mediated cell death in HCT116 and DLD1 cells (Fig 3-10B and 3-11B). Prodigiosinmediated p53 reporter activation was also reduced upon ΔNp73 overexpression
(Fig 3-11A). Interestingly, ΔNp73 overexpression increased the sphere formation
of DLD1 cells (Fig 3-10E and 3-11C). ΔNp73 overexpression decreased
prodigiosin-mediated inhibition of sphere formation. Thus, ΔNp73 inhibition is
important for prodigiosin-mediated p53 pathway restoration, cell death and antiCRCSC effects.
Prodigiosin-mediated p53 pathway restoration via p73 activation and ΔNp73
inhibition involves upstream c-Jun activation.
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Figure 3-11. Prodigiosin-mediated p53 pathway restoration, cell death and anti-CRCSC
effect involves inhibition of ΔNp73. (A) HCT116 cells expressing the p53-responsive luciferase
reporter were transfected with control (cont) or ΔNp73 overexpression (ovexp) plasmids, treated
with DMSO or indicated doses of Pro for 5 h and luciferase reporter activity was measured. (B)
ΔNp73 overexpression reduces Prodigiosin-mediated cell death. DLD1 cells were transfected with
control (cont) or ΔNp73 overexpression (ovexp) plasmids (Western blot validation shown) and
treated with DMSO or 1 µM Prodigiosin for 36 h. Cell death was determined by Sub-G1 analysis. *
indicates p < 0.04. (C) ΔNp73 overexpression partially reduces Prodigiosin-mediated colonosphere
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inhibition. DLD1 cells were transfected with control (wt) or ΔNp73 overexpression (ovexp) plasmids
and plated for colonosphere formation in the presence of DMSO or 0.5 µM Pro. Colonospheres (>
60 µm) were imaged after 2 days. * indicates p < 0.02 (comparison of Pro wt versus Pro ovexp).

c-Jun has been shown to regulate both p73 and ΔNp73 levels under conditions of
cellular stress [218, 219]. We investigated whether prodigiosin-mediated p53
pathway restoration via p73 and ΔNp73 involves upstream effects on c-Jun.
Prodigiosin upregulated c-Jun, and induced phosphorylation of c-Jun in sorted
Aldefluor(+) CRCSCs (Fig 3-10C). Prodigiosin elevated c-Jun levels in both the
cytoplasm and nucleus which also correlated with p21 up regulation and nuclear
translocation (Fig 3-12A).
To determine the significance of c-Jun upregulation in prodigiosin-mediated antitumor effects we pursued knockdown of c-Jun levels. c-Jun knockdown reduced
prodigiosin-mediated p73 upregulation and ΔNp73 downregulation (Fig 3-10D).
Thus, c-Jun upregulation is an important upstream event for prodigiosin mediated
effects on p73 and ΔNp73. To further validate the mechanism we determined the
effects of c-Jun knockdown on p53 pathway restoration and cell death by
prodigiosin. c-Jun knockdown reduced both prodigiosin-mediated p53 reporter
activation and cell death (Fig 3-12B and 3-12C). Clearly, p53 pathway restoration
and anti-tumor effects of prodigiosin via p73 occur in a c-Jun dependent manner.
Discussion
In our study, we have modeled the self-renewal and chemotherapy resistance of
CRCSCs in vitro and in vivo using colonosphere culture, marker-based flow
cytometry sorting of CRCSCs, CRCSC-mediated xenograft tumor growth and
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Figure 3-12. Prodigiosin-mediated p53 pathway restoration and cell death involves c-Jun
activation. (A) DLD1, HCT116 and SW480 cells were treated with DMSO (D) or 1 µM prodigiosin
(P) for 12h. Nuclear-cytoplasmic fractionation was performed followed by Western blot analysis for
c-Jun, p21, GAPDH (cytoplasmic (cyto) marker and loading control) and Lamin (nuclear marker
and loading control). (B) HCT116 cells expressing the p53-responsive luciferase reporter were
transfected with siRNA control (si-cont) or c-Jun siRNA (si-c-Jun), treated with DMSO or 0.5 µM
Pro for 5 h and luciferase reporter activity was measured. (C) HCT116 cells were transfected with
siRNA (siR) control (cont) or c-Jun siRNA, treated with DMSO or 1 µM Pro for 30 h and cell death
was determined by Sub-G1 analysis.

passage. In addition, we have characterized a potent small molecule that targets
both CRCSCs and bulk tumor cells. Small molecule prodigiosin decreased CRCSC
markers and reduced colonosphere formation of CRC cells as well as 5-FU
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resistant sorted CRCSCs. Prodigiosin reduced the viability of both CRCSCs and
non-CRCSCs while 5-FU targeted only non-CRCSCs. Prodigiosin also prevented
CRCSC-initiated xenograft tumor growth and passage. It is important to note that
prodigiosin-mediated anti-CRCSC effects involve inhibition of self-renewal as well
as cell death induction. We observed that removal of prodigiosin after a short
exposure could still inhibit colonosphere formation. Also, tumor growth did not
resume even in the absence of continued prodigiosin treatment. These findings
suggest that prodigiosin has a long term effect on CRCSC self-renewal. Previous
studies have shown that prodigiosin is retained in the mitochondria in cancer cells
[229] and is not a substrate for multi-drug resistance efflux pumps [230]. These
properties of prodigiosin could contribute to the sustained effects observed.
We have previously demonstrated that prodigiosin does not induce DNA damage
at the therapeutic doses tested, is more toxic to cancer cells compared to normal
cells and does not alter the body weight of mice [225]. In the current study, we
further confirmed our previous results and showed that prodigiosin targets
CRCSCs without toxic effects using serum chemistry analysis and tissue histology.
Our data are consistent with other reports of lack of toxicity to normal cells with
prodigiosin [231, 232]. Thus, prodigiosin targets CRCSC self-renewal in vitro and
in vivo without toxic effects.
Loss of p53 function elevates CRCSCs and p53 pathway restoration targets
CRCSC self-renewal [28], however the effects of p73 activation on CRCSCs
remains unknown. We have previously described prodigiosin as a potent p53
pathway restoring agent that activates p73 [225]. In the current study we have
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demonstrated that the anti-CRCSC effects of prodigiosin involve p53 pathway
restoration in a p73-dependent manner. Prodigiosin targeted CRCSC self-renewal
independent of p53 status and restored p53 pathway transcription in
chemotherapy-resistant CRCSCs. Knockdown of p73 reduced prodigiosinmediated p53 pathway restoration and anti-CRCSC effects. Thus, small moleculemediated p73 activation can target both chemotherapy-resistant CRCSCs and
non-CRCSCs in tumors with wild-type as well as mutant p53. Our results are in
agreement with the study by Hu et al demonstrating that p73 overexpression
increases cisplatin-mediated apoptosis in glioblastoma stem cells [224]. No prior
study has demonstrated the use of prodigiosin or small molecule-mediated p73
activation for targeting cancer stem cells.
Previously, we have reported that prodigiosin further potentiates the effects of p73
activation via disruption of mutant p53 mediated inhibition of p73 [225]. In this study
we identified an additional mechanism by which prodigiosin potentiates the effects
of p73 activation. ΔNp73 is known to inhibit the effects of p73 and p53 [213, 214].
Prodigiosin increased the levels of p73 and reduced the levels of oncogenic ΔNp73
in CRCSCs. Using ΔNp73 overexpression, we further demonstrated that inhibition
of ΔNp73 is an integral part of prodigiosin-mediated p53 pathway restoration, cell
death and inhibition of self-renewal. Thus, ΔNp73 could potentially serve as a
useful biomarker of response for prodigiosin and monitoring ΔNp73 levels may
help with patient stratification.
AP-1 transcription factor family member c-Jun has been shown to regulate levels
of p73 and ΔNp73 under conditions of cellular stress [218, 219]. In this study, we
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have demonstrated c-Jun as an important upstream nodal mechanism of
prodigiosin mediated p53 pathway restoration via p73. Prodigiosin elevated levels
of c-Jun in the nucleus indicating that c-Jun transcriptionally regulates p73 and
ΔNp73 levels.
Previous studies have shown that CRCSCs are resistant to chemotherapeutic
agent 5-FU [16, 180]. We observed that Prodigiosin is able to target 5-FU resistant
CRCSCs. 5-FU has been shown to activate p53 and p73 in tumor cells [207, 233].
It remains unclear why CRCSCs are resistant to 5-FU-mediated p53/p73 activation
but sensitive to Prodigiosin-mediated p53 pathway restoration via p73. 5-FU is
known to induce DNA damage in cancer cells [207] while prodigiosin is nongenotoxic at the doses used in our study [225]. Potentially the context in which the
p53 pathway is activated determines the effects on the CRCSC population. Cancer
stem cells potentially overexpress efflux pumps that mediate drug resistance [234].
Another reason for the differential response of CRCSCs to the drugs could be that
5-FU is a substrate of efflux pumps [235, 236] while prodigiosin is not an efflux
substrate [230].
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CHAPTER 4 – Conclusions, Future directions and Summary
Conclusions
Following are the major conclusions presented in this dissertation:
Self-renewing CRCSCs are chemotherapy-resistant
Self-renewing CRCSCs are a subpopulation within CRC responsible for long-term
tumor maintenance [5, 6], therapy resistance [16], relapse [13] and metastasis [11,
19]. CRCSCs could arise from normal stem cells [7, 9] or by de-differentiation of
non-CRCSC tumor cells [29, 35]. For successful long-term CRC therapy, it is
critical to target both CRCSC and non-CRCSC tumor cells. Several mechanisms
are involved in CSC resistance such as impaired apoptosis, enhanced DNA
damage repair, quiescence and multi-drug resistance transporters responsible for
drug efflux [49, 50]. In our study we validated our experimental CSC model in vitro
and in vivo using FACS sorted CSCs and non-CSCs. Sorted CSCs had enhanced
capacity for self-renewal in colonosphere assays and were resistant to 5-FU as
compared to sorted non-CSCs. Sorted CSCs showed enhanced self-renewal
capacity in vivo, as they formed more tumors after passaging as compared to nonCSCs. In addition, chemotherapy had a limited effect on CSC-mediated tumor
initiation in vivo.
Small molecule-mediated TRAIL pathway activation targets CRCSCs and
non-CRCSCs
The endogenous TNF-related apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL; Apo2L)
protein selectively induces cell death in cancer cells while sparing normal cells
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[44]. Small molecule ONC201/TIC10 is a first-in-class anti-tumor agent that
induces TRAIL pathway mediated cell death in cancer cells without observed
toxicity [183]. ONC201/TIC10 is currently being tested in phase I/II clinical trials for
patients with advanced solid tumors and hematological malignancies. We have
previously described that ONC201/TIC10 exposure leads to transcriptional
induction of the TRAIL gene via transcription factor Foxo3a, which is activated by
dual inactivation of Akt and ERK [183]. The Akt and ERK pathways serve as
important targets in CSCs. Foxo3a is a key mediator of Akt and ERK-mediated
CSC regulation [182]. In this study, we investigated whether the potent anti-tumor
effect of ONC201/TIC10 in CRC involves targeting CRCSCs along with bulk tumor
cells. ONC201/TIC10 depletes CD133(+), CD44(+) and Aldefluor/ALDH1(+)

Figure 4-1. Anti-tumor effects of small molecule ONC201/TIC10 in CRC involve targeting of
5-Fluorouracial-resistant CRCSCs and bulk tumor cells in an Akt/Foxo3a/TRAIL-dependent
manner.
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CRCSCs in vitro and in vivo. TIC10 significantly inhibits 5-FU-resistant CRCSCmediated colonosphere formation. ONC201/TIC10 significantly reduces CRCSCinitiated xenograft tumor growth in mice and prevents the passage of these tumors.
ONC201/TIC10 treatment also decreased CRCSC-mediated xenograft tumor
initiation and was superior to 5-FU treatment. Thus, ONC201/TIC10 reduces
CRCSC markers and inhibits CRCSC self-renewal in various in vitro and in vivo
assays. ONC201/TIC10 inhibits Akt and ERK, consequently activating Foxo3a and
significantly induces cell surface TRAIL and DR5 expression in both CRCSCs and
non-CRCSCs. ONC201/TIC10-mediated anti-CRCSC effect is significantly
blocked by the TRAIL sequestering antibody RIK-2. Overexpression of Akt, DR5
knockdown and Foxo3a knockdown rescues ONC201/TIC10-mediated depletion
of CD44(+) cells and colonosphere inhibition. In conclusion, ONC201/TIC10 is a
promising agent for CRC therapy that targets both non-CRCSCs and CRCSCs in
an Akt-Foxo3a-DR5-TRAIL-dependent manner (Fig 4-1). The identification and
demonstration of CRCSCs as a target of ONC201/TIC10 provides an innovative
biomarker that could be monitored in the clinic through analysis of tumor biopsies
or circulating tumor cells.
Small molecule-mediated p73 activation and ΔNp73 inhibition targets
CRCSCs and bulk tumor cells
p53 is a tumor suppressor gene that induces cell cycle arrest, senescence or
apoptosis in response to cellular stresses, preventing the build-up of genetic
mutations within cells. p53 pathway restoration has been demonstrated to be a
safe and effective approach for cancer therapy. p53 is frequently mutated or
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inactivated in CRC while p53 family member p73 is rarely mutated in cancer cells.

Figure 4-2. Prodigiosin-mediated cell death and inhibition of self-renewal involve p53
pathway restoration via c-Jun-mediated p73 activation and inhibition of ΔNp73. Figure
adapted from [187].

Small molecules that activate p73 can elicit a p53-like tumor suppressive function
and represent a novel approach for cancer therapy. p53 restoration is known to
target CRCSCs, however, the effects of p73 activation on CRCSCs remain
unknown [28]. We have previously shown that small molecule prodigiosin restores
the p53 pathway in tumor cells via p73 activation [225]. We explored the effects of
prodigiosin on CRCSCs in vitro and in vivo. Prodigiosin prevented colonosphere
formation independent of p53 status, downregulated various CRCSC markers and
reduced the viability of self-renewing, 5-FU-resistant Aldefluor(+) CRCSCs.
Prodigiosin reduced the growth of xenograft tumors initiated with Aldefluor(+) cells
without toxic effects and reduced the passage of these tumors. In a p53-reponsive
luciferase reporter assay, prodigiosin induced p53-pathway transcription in
colonospheres, Aldefluor(+) cells and tumor xenografts initiated with Aldefluor(+)
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cells. Mechanistic studies revealed that prodigiosin increased the levels of p73 and
reduced levels of the oncogenic N-terminally truncated isoform ΔNp73 in
Aldefluor(+) cells. ΔNp73 acts as a dominant negative inhibitor of p53 and p73.
Prodigiosin-mediated inhibition of colonosphere formation was reduced upon p73
knockdown and ΔNp73 overexpression. Transcription factor c-Jun is known to
regulate p73 and ΔNp73 levels in response to cellular stress. Prodigiosin increased
levels of c-Jun in both the cytoplasm and the nucleus. c-Jun knockdown reduced
prodigiosin-mediated p53-reporter activation, ΔNp73 downregulation, p73
activation and cell death. Thus, prodigiosin is a promising agent for CRC therapy
that targets both non-CRCSCs and CRCSCs through p53 pathway restoration via
c-Jun-mediated p73 activation and inhibition of ΔNp73 (Fig 4-2). No prior study
has demonstrated the use of prodigiosin or small molecule-mediated p73
activation or ΔNp73 inhibition for targeting CSCs. These findings have previously
unrecognized implications for the use of p73 activating therapeutics and ΔNp73
inhibition for targeting chemotherapy-resistant CRCSCs. Thus, along with
apoptosis, cell cycle arrest and senescence, inhibition of self-renewal is an
important aspect of p53/p73-mediated tumor suppression.
Future Directions
Future directions of this research include:
ONC201/TIC10 related:
1. It is essential to delineate the molecular target of a drug to understand potential
side effects, off-target effects and stratify patients that maybe more sensitive or
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resistant to therapy. The direct binding target of ONC201/TIC10 and the
mechanism upstream of Akt and ERK inhibition remains an area of active study.
Recent work from our group has demonstrated that ONC201 induces the
integrated stress response as an important upstream event that triggers cell death
in a DR5-dependent manner [237].
2.

Our

study

specifically

investigated

the

TRAIL-mediated

effects

of

ONC201/TIC10 on CRCSCs. However, other effects of ONC201/TIC10-mediated
Akt and ERK inhibition on CRCSCs independent of TRAIL-induction remain to be
elucidated. A better understanding of these mechanisms can potentially further
explain the broad-spectrum anti-cancer effects of ONC201 in a wide range of solid
tumors [183, 237] and hematological malignancies [185, 238, 239].
3. We did not observe toxicity in response to the dose of ONC201/TIC10 that
produced an anti-CRCSC effect in vivo. However, in future studies, determining
effects of ONC201/TIC10 on normal stem cells in the colonic crypt is worth
investigating. Gastrointestinal toxicity has not been observed at therapeutic doses
in toxicology studies with ONC201/TIC10 [186]. These studies may help further
understand the lack of gastrointestinal toxicity with ONC201 and its selective
effects on CRCSCs versus crypt stem cells.
4. The identification of synergistic combinations of ONC201/TIC10 with current
chemotherapeutic and targeted agents to target CRCSCs is needed for clinical
translation of these studies. Recent work has demonstrated synergistic anti-cancer
effects of ONC201 in combination with sorafenib [240], Bcl-2 inhibitors [238, 241]
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and bortezomib [242, 243]. It is important to determine whether the synergistic anticancer effects involve improved targeting of CSCs.
5. We have demonstrated that ONC201/TIC10 targets the AKT-ERK-Foxo3a-DR5TRAIL pathway in both CRCSCs and non-CRCSCs. However, specific effects on
stem cell self-renewal pathways that may contribute to anti-CRCSCs effects
remain unknown. Our recent work demonstrates that ONC201 modulates stem
cell-related gene expression [244]. These studies will further help uncover novel
mechanisms of anti-CSC effects of ONC201.
6. It remains unclear whether broad spectrum anti-tumor effects of ONC201/TIC10
in diverse tumor types involves anti-CSC effects. These studies will help identify
specific therapy-resistant recurrent tumor types in which the anti-CSC effects of
ONC201 can benefit patients that have exhausted all other treatment options.
Recent work indicates that the anti-CSC effects of ONC201 are conserved across
solid tumors (breast, prostate, glioblastoma) and leukemia [238, 245, 246].
Prodigiosin related:
1. The mechanisms by which prodigiosin-mediated c-Jun activation lead to p73
activation and ΔNp73 inhibition remains unclear. Transcriptional regulation of p73
and ΔNp73 by c-Jun could potentially occur via effects on Yes-associated protein
(YAP) [247] or the proteasome [219].
2. Although prodigiosin mediated effects on CRCSCs are dependent on p73, other
mechanisms independent of p53 pathway restoration such as inhibition of Akt likely
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contribute to the anti-CRCSC effects [248]. Further studies will be required to
assess the p53 pathway independent anti-CRCSC mechanisms of prodigiosin.
3. Another limitation of the study is that although we have demonstrated that
prodigiosin has no toxic effects to normal tissues in mice, the specific effects on
normal stem cells in the colon are yet to be determined. These studies may help
determine potential gastrointestinal toxicity and explain selective effects on
CRCSCs versus crypt stem cells.
4. Apart from ΔNp73, the p73 gene undergoes alternative mRNA splicing
generating various other isoforms with diverse effects [212-214]. In future studies,
it will also be worth investigating the specific isoforms of p73 that contribute to
prodigiosin-mediated anti-CRCSC effects.
5. Our data indicates that overexpression of ΔNp73 promotes self-renewal of
colorectal cancer cells. A recent study demonstrated that ΔNp73 promotes the
CSC-phenotype in melanoma and lung cancer [249]. Further work is needed to
understand the role of p73 and ΔNp73 in regulation of CRCSC self-renewal.
Summary
Within the CSC field, selective CSC inhibitors are usually combined with
chemotherapeutic agents to provide tumor de-bulking along with long term effects
on self-renewal [250]. Our results conclusively demonstrate that potent small
molecules targeting common pathways such as p73 and TRAIL in both CRCSCs
and non-CRCSCs are a useful alternative approach for robust and durable cancer
therapy (Fig 4-3).
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Figure 4-3. Targeting common pathways such as p53 and TRAIL in both CSCs and nonCSCs with potent agents is a useful alternative approach for durable anti-cancer therapy.
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